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Homecoming
activities
expanded

lamron 2

status in
balance
by TIM PETSHOW

SiSterS a" tUrned OUt t0 Share in Datis

Day activities last

Senate to consider ASOCE budget

lamron 2's coverage
of the '72 elections
begins on page 4.

Nov. 2, 1972

Day care

by TED GRIMSRUD

"Put a Little Love in Your
Heart is the theme for the 1972
OCE
Homecoming.
The
Homecoming committee, led by
chairman Mary Lou Watenpaugh, has put more than a little
effort into making this • year's
Homecoming exciting and filled
with entertaining activities for
both students and alumni.
All arrangements have been
made and the schedule finalized,
so the festivities are now ready to
begin. The six princesses
representing , the dorms have
been selected. They include
Jeanne Whitaker from Landerswomen, Jill LeMart from Gentle
Janet Wetzler from Butler
Margie Strid from Arby, Pam
Pierce from Landers-men, and
Ann Krego from Barnum. The
five off-campus princesses were
elected yesterday, too late for
inclusion in this story. The court
will be busy making appearances
at various area clubs for the week
prior to the coronation. The
princesses will appear at
meetings of the Rotary Club,
Lions Club, City Council, Sertoma Club, and Toastmasters
Club as well as appearing on
KVDO-TV in Salem.
n"d
On November 2, the mayor of
Monmouth will, for the first time
ever, sign a proclamation
officially opening the OCE
Homecoming. This, as well as the
appearances the court is making,
is an effort to advertise the
Homecoming activities and to
Th^ Financial Board has
make the community of Mon
mouth feel welcome at these submitted a tentative budget to
the ASOCE senate.
activities.
The budget, which according to
Miss Watenpaugh feels that the
people of the community have the the constitution is supposed to be
feeling that they are not really approved no later than the fifth
welcome at OCE activities, and week, was held up as the final
she is doing all that she can to enrollment figure which is used
to determine the amount of the
change that feeling.
She is also trying to revive the budget was slow in being given
enthusiasm for Homecoming by out.
The budget is similar to last
renovating the Homecoming
schedule to include events which years. The Financial Board only
she feels will be more appealing granted two increases and made
only three cuts.
to more people.
Increases were given to senate
Opening Homecoming will be a
dance in the old gym on supplies in the amount of fifty
November 8. OCE concerts dollars and to the Grove in the
director Joe Medley has amount of five hundred dollars.
The Grove raise was given
arranged for the music to be
provided by Cheyenne. On because the Grove was given an
Thursday will be the Queen's unbalanced budget last year.
Cuts were made to non-athletic
coronation in the Pacific Room of
the College Center. Incorporated awards ($50), minority art show
into the coronation will be the ($150), and the daily bulletin
($75). .
Royal Revue with live music.'
The minority art show was cut
Admission to the coronation
will be 50 cents. On Friday will be because the Financial Board was
the tug-of-war which is open to concerned with civil rights
teams made up of anyone who legislation. There is a student art
wants to compete. Two trophies show that any student can par
will be awarded to the top teams. ticipate in.
The Board also ordered only
Saturday will be a full day with
four hundred YD booklets for the
(continued on page 3)
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health center rather than the Sparks, Business Manager,
three thousand that the senate stated, "This money is being held
requested. The feeling was that in abeyance for any type of
more could be ordered if emergency that might occur
necessary.
later in the year."
When asked about the
He further added that doing so
approximately ten thousand is a sound business practice as
dollars left over from last year opposed to draining all of ones
and why it is not being used, John resources.

Fall play begins Nov. 8
The Fall term play, Androcles
and the Lion, brings color and
gaiety to a not so happy
predicament. The play revolves
around the age-old myth of the
man extracting a thorn from the
lion's paw. Soon, this animalloving, meek Androcles finds
himself rounded up with the other
Christians facing certain death.
He meets a shallow, would-be
martyr who capitulates to
idolatry to save his neck; a
gigantic brute of a man whose
nature wars against his promise
to turn the other cheek; and a
beautiful Christian woman who
refuses to give up her faith in
exchange for her life. As they
gather for the Imperial Circus

(ie., the lion and gladiator bat
tles), they are scoffed at by their
Roman captors and two slightly
epicine (if not hermaphrodite)
Roman gadabouts. The play
catapults to a smashing surprise
climax as the Christians face the
Roman lion. (Hint: the spectacle
is enough to make Caesar declare
this religion to be the new religion
of the state.
Reserve a ticket for the Roman
Colliseum (OCE's Little Theatre)
for November 8,9,10,11. Tickets
are $1.75 for Adults, $1.25 for
Students, $1.00 for Children and
may be purchased at the College
Center, Stevens and Sons, Salem,
or at the door. Curtain time is
8:15 p.m.

The futures of 40,000 Oregon
pre-schoolers are in a state of
flpx, thanks to a pathetic lack of
communicatin between state and
local representatives.
Countless hours have been
spent in fruitless negotiation over
the annual l-C council budget, a
budget which serves the needs of
local Day Care centers across the
state, including the Northwest
Child Development Center on the
Oregon College of Education
campus.
The problem stems from
several sources. First of all, John
Galvin, director of the Child
Services Division for the state of
Oregon (which controls the
various 4-C councils), mis
interpreted the federal funding
budgetary request, leaving the
latter 2.3 million dollars short.
Then, Nixon's revenue-sharing
bill went into effect , leaving the
CSD with a five million dollar
deficit. Galvin decided to make
another huge cut, leaving 4-C 50
percent poorer. A justifiable
outburst of indignation raised by
parents and other taxpayers
forced the matter to the
legislative chambers where
Galvin and 4-C have hassled for
nearly a month.
And no one can see the gravity
of the situation more clearly than
Paul Dawson, the dapper
director of the OCE Day Care
program. "We (of the 4-C
council) have had to expend
valuable time and energy in
fighting for a fair shake. As a
result, we cannot give full at
tention to providing programs
and services for the children."
Dawson, speaking forthrightly
in defense of his program, ex
plained the dilemma.
"In the beginning," he said,
perhaps wistfully remembering
the days when the bureaucratic
flow of money was less of a
hassle, "we were funded on a 3-1
basis by the Office of Child
Development in Washington D.
C. under Title 4-A of the Social
Security Act."
In short, the federal govern
ment puts up three dollars to
every local dollar. And, as
Dawson pointed out, "we have
never had much of a problem in
getting local support for our
program."
Earlier this year, the combined
4-C councils (there are seven in
Oregon; the Todd Hall operation
is under the auspices of MidValley 4-C) submitted their 9.5
million dollar budget to Galvin.
The CSD director took this to
mean the TOTAL operating

(continued on page 3)

Wolves wallop
Eastern Oregon
34-6. See pages 14-15.

Ever wonder about T.V. commercials? |
by DAVID WATKINS
I suppose one of my more dangerous habits is watching TV. The
danger is two fold - what I might get talked into doing (i.e. -buying), and if, at the end of the evening, I'll have enough mental
power left to turn the tube off.
It should be law that every TV set have a timer which registers
hours of operation, and the viewer should receive adequate com
pensation for subjecting himself to an instrument with such
vast mental-deranging powers.
I'm not talking about the shows so much, (although I'm sure
there are many that fall into the "mind-disturbing" category), but
my comments are directed at the commercials.
I feel a definite credability gap when the Bayer man steps out and
says "Asprin is the best pain reliever, and Bayer is the best
aspirin." This feeling of disbelief hits me especially hard just after
I re-read the consumer report which says, in effect, that all aspirin
is the same except for the grain content.
The nerve endings in my brain have a little difficulty connecting
the health of one man (an older man who is shown sitting in a
sauna, and then running out into the snow and jumping through the
ice into a semi-frozen lake), and the "health" of a car made in that
country.
I also see it as a little unsettling when an advertising agency can
talk me into using something I didn't even know I needed, before
they started talking. Someone developed a spray that smelled good
(to them), and put it in a can.
That's great, but who in their right mind is going to spend good
money on a can of smell? Well, it seemed a challenging problem, so
Madison Ave. developed: a) The unhappy lovers, whose problems
were solved by a can of smell; b) The secretary who was able to
hang onto her job because she found a can of smell; c) A family that
is in turmoil until they can get can of smell for everyone.
And a billion dollar deoderant industry was born, along with a
new social concept "Thou shalt not smell." (If God hadn't wanted

us to smell, he wouldn't have issued us sweat glands).
And the list goes on and on. For example, Thou shalt: not have
bad breath; have white teeth; have clean shiny hair; drive a new
car -- ALWAYS: be independent (yet conform to other's definitions
of independance); and above all, thou shalt be young, strong, selfsufficient and virile.
And then, after an afternoon and / or evening of being twisted,
manipulated and trying to make the impossible connections between what they're showing ' saying and what that has to do with
what they're selling, who prances onto the screen to brutally drag
out the meager reserves which might have enabled you to feed
yourself -- who indeed, the car salesman.
He comes, not once, not twice, but at least ten times every hour,
to insult your intelligence, interrupt your viewing, lure and cajole
you, and quite literally convince you that you need something, and
they can give you the best deal on it. (Of course, the "best deal" can
be best for two parties, you and him.)
He will promise you the moon and stars and a lifetime of troublefree operation for a mere pittance down and 10 per cent of your
lifetime earnings. He's able to work out a deal that could please
anyone; the only problem is, you're not an anyone, and if you try to
find that deal, well, good luck.
An interesting phenomonen is to try and remember what each
commercial was selling at the end of the commercial brake. If you
can, it's because you consciously tried to.
But try this out -- the next time you're watching TV with
someone, ask them what the commercials were selling. Chances
are, all you'll get is a blank stare, and a "Sssssh, the show's on."
People have been conditioned to tune out the commercials, and I
would like to put forth that this is done by the mind in an unequalled
effort at self defense.
Your mind, knowing that tomorrow you will have to be able to
brush your teeth, simply retains enough mental ability so you will
be able to do it. And that means tuning out commercials.

letters: the people's forum
(The full text of all letters
addressed to the editor of
Lamron 2 is printed unless un
signed or in poor taste. Lamron 2
reserves the right to make
editorial comment on any letter.)

Gay prejudice
To the Editor:
"I am a homosexual" - we
accept this label put on us by
society as a move of expediency.
We realize that because we tell
you that we choose to have bed
partners of the same "gender" as
ourselves, this tells you, or
nobody else, anything about us as
persons. We accept it merely to
signify our "capacity to love
someone of the same sex". And in
saying this we believe that we
have taken the first step in the
process of our liberation as
humans.
We believe that we must first
free ourselves, free our own
heads, of the bonds put there by
the society that has formed us
and in which we find ourselves.
And in beginning this process we
are coming to see that Wom
en and Third World Peoples
have a common oppressor: THE
MAN , the straight (by his
definition!), white, male who has
set up and is in control of this
society. We feel a need to better
understand ourselves, our
oppression, and our liberation.
We see this understanding as
being achieved in a more
realistic manner through relating
to other women and men - those
who are in our own position of
accepting
society's
label,
"homosexual."
We, as homosexuals, ex
perience oppression in Oregon.
Changes in sex laws can do
nothing to better the conditions
necessary for our struggle to live
and develop as humans. We have
experienced oppression in areas
of: employment, the educational
system (e.g. so-called sex
education
programs),
entrapment by forces of "law
and order", non-human treat
ment of inmates in state
controlled institutions such as
hospitals, juvenile homes and
prisons, the public press, Lesbian
mothers fighting for the right to
keep their own children
organized religion stemming
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from
the Judaic-Christian
tradition, the desire for change in
the New Male Left, etc. We have
not been fighting homophobia
through encounters with leaders
of public institutions where this
need has not been called to our
attention. We have not been
active in speaking to classes in
high schools, colleges, and
universities.
We call on all women and men
thus labeled by a homophobic
society to bring their ideas and
talents to the struggle. In not
accepting each other with our
variety in background, economic
condition, experience and
education, we can not work
together to overcome The Man's
oppressive measures. In the
Salem area, we would like to
meet with women and men of all
ages, colors and descriptions. We
shall be using the building of the
Unitarian Fellowship of Salem,
490 19th Street NE, for a meeting
on Tuesday, October 31, 7:30 p.m.
Paul Hons
Rt. 2, Box 128,
Monmouth, Oregon
97361
Phone: 838-4346

Meany, who has already said he
won't vote for either McGovern
or Nixon, said of Nixon on a CBS
"Face the Nation" program, "I
think he's playing an in
ternational chess game and I
don't like it."
Interesting, but way back in 37-69 Col. Arch E. Roberts,
director of the Committee to
Restore
the
Constitution,
predicted in a speech at Casper,
Wyoming, "Nixon will be the one
to lead us into total world
government." Ref: "Voice of
Liberty", October 1971.
And now in "Pan American
Headlines" Vol. 8, Sept. -Oct.
issue, we read, "The incredible
truth is now out. President Nixon,
flushed with expectations of a
second term, is already seeking
new worlds to conquer. He plans
to remake the globe." Pan
American Headlines continues by
stating, "This nightmarish news
was blurted out by Harvard's
Daniel P. Monihan in his recent
LIFE article. What Nixon
envisages, according to Monihan,
is a form of triple rule of the
world by the United States, Soviet
Russia and Red China." We
remember Nixon's trips to those
Gwynn Cooter,
Communist countries.
Rt. 3, Box 97
How can this awful thing be
Dallas, Ore.
accomplished? Perhaps by doing
97338
away with states and state's
Phone: 623-4069
constitutional rights? In the Oct.
issue of "California Mining
Journal" we see an article title,
Our
States
are
Being
Abolished". Of course we know
To the Editor:
A real American, one who has that this is being done by way of
consistently voted for Con reginal government that ignores
stitutional government, is on our state sovereignty and state
ballot for President of the United boundaries. Joseph Stalin, in his
States. He is U. S. Congressman book, "Marxism and the National
John Schmitz. He is for the Question", published in 1942,
Monroe Doctrine which was outlined the following principle!
designed to prevent foreign "Divide the world into regional
entanglements with useless wars groups as a transitional stage to
all over the world. He has always total world government. Later,
regional,
non- the regional groups can be
opposed
representative government. He is brought all the way into a single
dictatorship."
Ref:
for a sovereign United States. He world
is against the foreign aid that has "Concord Journal", Jan. 28, 1971.
President Nixon divided the
made many of our own people so
poor that the dole is now proposed United States into ten regions. Is
for them; Family Assistance he an innovent dupe or is
Plan by Nixon and $1,000 a year Monihan right when he says
for each person by McGovern. Nixon envisages a triple rule of
Richard Nixon, popularly the world by the United States,
called "the lesser of two evils", Soviet Russia and Red China?
wants another term. However! How many were murdered in
AFL-CIO president George those Communist countries to
bring peaceful slavery? And how

Schmitz for Pres
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about us?
Is Nixon or the radical
McGovern the lesser of two evils
in case we're determined to vote
for evil? Will we go, out of habit
or tradition into our stalls and
vote Republican or Democrat
like unreasoning dairy cows who
seek their familiar stall waiting
to be milked? Are we willing to be
milked for aid to Communist
Russia and Red China?
I'm not. I want a sovereign
American and to that end, I'll
vote for John Schmitz and there's
millions of Americans who'll do
the same.

Wayne Morse for many years
has represented the people of this
state in a most admirable way,
even when everyone said he was
risking his political career as a
consequence.
Last week Mark Hatfield, the
incumbent senator spoke at OCE
and echoed the basic difference
between himself and Senator
Morse. He spoke of getting along
in the Senate. He spoke of
supporting the re-election of
President Nixon, yet he was
unable to adequately tell us why.
Many have portrayed Mark
Hatfield as a liberal who is the
same as Wayne Morse. I believe
Grace A. Lien this is not true. Check the voting
record on Viet Nam, or Civil
Liberties. See which candidate
always puts principle above
To the editor:
party. I believe that candidate is
As I spend time at OCE I Wayne Morse.
become increasingly concerned
But don't take my word for it.
that very few people seem to talk Check the record...You will find
about the upcoming election. there IS a difference.
There seems to be no discussion
Dennis
Higginbotham
or debate about the important
440 S. Monmouth
issues that concern this country.
Monmouth, Oregon
People don't seem to be
97361
discussing peace proposals,
SPO No. 8
problems of inflation, pollution,
education, poverty, or the
presidential veto of congressional
bills to solve some of these
Lamron 2 i s a student-operated, studentproblems.
published weekly newspaper. Composition
I only hope that for those of us and printing by Polk County Itemizer
Observer. Publication d a t e is Thursday, 12
who are in education, that that noon.
Yearly subscription rate, $3. Address:
this is not an indication of the College Center, Monmouth, Oregon 97361.
lack of critical thinking which we Phone, 838-1220 e x . 347 or 838-1171.
will ask our students to do in the EDITOR
Mike Haglund
classroom.
BUSINESS MGR
yy/es Aanderud
Pat Cochran
Lisa Spencer ASSISTANT EDITOR

Apathetical?

lamron 2 staff

No difference?
To the Editor:
Check the record...There IS a
difference. This motto of the
Wayne Morse for Senate Campaign
quite
adequately
sums up the situation that will
face the voters of Oregon on
November 7.
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IUS holds first meeting at UO
by DAVE LOVIK
IK
The Inter-Institutional Union of
Students (IUS) held their first
meeting last week at the
University of Oregon to discuss
priorities and plans for the
coming year.
HJS main function is to deal
with three bodies of the state
government. They are the
Education Coordination Com
mittee, the State Board of Higher
Education, and the office of the
Governor.
IUS
has
a
governor's
conference slated for later in the
year which the governor hopes

wdl result in better relations
~
will
between students and the with a tuition alternative study.
This
study is working with a
government.
theory
about whether students
The two main goals of IUS are
to study the State Board of should pay tuition. It has nothing
to do with the current out-of-state
Higher Education and organizing tuition
controversy.
opposition to ballot measure
In their meeting IUS discussed
number 9 which would prohibit
a variety of programs and other
the use of property taxes for
things that concern students.
school revenue.
Among these was a study of
IUS is involved with the making liability insurance and
Education Coordination Council life insurance available to
which collects data for the
students at a comparatively low
governor's office and the
cost, much on the manner of GI
legislature. Betty Waletich of the
life insurance. Also along with
U of O is IUS representative on this, there are plans to institute
the council.
an insurance education program
ECC is presently concerned on each campus to inform
students of insurance problems.

Homecoming planned
(continued from page 1)
many different things happening.
There will be an all day showing
of antique cars in the indoor
tennis courts.
Mr. Stebbins will talk about the
history of OCE in the Willamette
Room of the College Center at
10:00. From 4:00 to 5:00 will be
the Homecoming reception in the
Main Lounge of the College
Center, and those attending will
be treated to a fashion show
featuring
old
fashion
cheerleading outfits. At 7:00 in
the Music Hall Auditorium will be
the Intercollegiate Knights'
Dutchess Pageant where the IK
Dutchess will be chosen.
Capping the festivities will be

the all-campus bowling party
which will begin at 11:00 p.m. at
Pioneer Lanes in western In
dependence and lasts until 7:00
a.m. The payment of $1 will give
you a night of bowling as much as
you want.
Transportation to and from the
party will be provided for the
dorm student all night. The place
to meet to get a ride is the
parking lot behind Arbuthnot
Hall.
The 1972 Homecoming appears
to be a large change from the
past, and, if
Mary Lou
Watenpaugh and her staff of
dedicated helpers have anything
to say, it will be a Homecoming to
be remembered.

down the
street

40,000

+++
The Student Post Office (SPO) boxes in the College Center have not
office compiles and posts a
list. SPO listings will not be published until the SPO's are numbered. If
you have any questions concerning this, please call Ext. 261
Vet b/ e "nUmbered- The Co,leSe Center
D
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Friday's Movie is "Blue Water White Death" starring Warner Bros,
trained shaik. This award winning movie will be shown in the Music
Hall Auditorium at 6:45and 8:30 p.m. Students 50c, adults 75c.
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Rick Blanche, OCE's representative at the newly formed IntelInstitutional Union of Students, attended the first IUS meeting
and comments on their objectives.

in kids
state of flux

(continued from page 1)
(P

Season purchase cards are now available for the three main stage
productions to be presented by the OCE Humanities Department
"Androcles and the Lion," "The Gazebo," and "RUR " The card
entitles the holder to pick up his ticket two weeks in advance of the
play at a slightly reduced rate.
,^iCeS f(°,r'h? car,?s,are as fol,ows: Adults, $4.50, students, $3, and
children. $2 50 or all three shows. Cards may be purchased from Pat
Lien, Swindel Hall 206, MWF 10-12 and Tues, Thur, 11-12-30 or hv
y
calling 838-1220, Ext. 273.

+++

The University of Oregon is
trying to get a class B liquor
license so they can serve wine
and beer with meals in their
dining rooms.
Rick
Blanche,
OCE's
representative to IUS, stated
that, "This is an institution thing,
that is, each school will have to
work on this themselves. But if
UO gets it, then it might open the
doors for other schools.
IUS is neither supporting or
opposing this request but is
discussing it.
IUS is pushing for Senate
control of athletic and college
center budgets.
At the present time, only OSU,
UO, and PSU student senates
control the athletic and college
center budgets.
Blanche indicated that IUS has
no real power but does have in
fluence, particularly with the
office.

—

i \

costs, when, in fact, the 9.5 figure
was to be the FEDERAL portion.
A tragic mistake and 4-C was
out 2.3 million.
However,
"Galvin
was
requested by us to contact the
emergency board which was very
receptive to our problem. But he
never did submit another funding
request," Dawson says with not a
little bitterness.
Then with beaming face,
Richard M. Nixon announced the
signing of the revenue-sharing
bill in Philadelphia. Where else?
Whether or not the bill will serve
the ultimate means of the
populace is not the issue here
BUT it did put a ceiling on Title
4-A funds.

CSD faced a five million dollar
deficit.
And, from that point on, "CSD
has played games with us," says
the man in Todd Hall.
Games like, "releasing false
information to the press," and
"refusing to sit down with us and
see our side." The human side.
The aforementioned howl of
protest came about when Galvin
first cut 1.75 million (another 25
percent ) from the beleaguered
budget and THEN slashed an
additional 10 percent leaving 4-C
with just under five million
dollars.
(Dawson's note: "The Portland
chapter alone needs 4.5 million to
operate. The Mid-Valley chapter
was going to be allotted $344,000;

Q.L. "Jake" Jacobson
for Mayor of Monmouth
A man w h o will listen to all the people.
Jake h a s the E X P E R I E N C E . . .in city govern
ment for much of the 25 years he has been a
resident. For the last four years he has
served as city councilman and was President
of the counci I for two of those four years.

Jake for MAINTENANCE. . .of an efficient use
of city funds to keep Monmouth's tax rate as
one of the lowest in the state. Through his
experience in business and city ad
ministration, this can be accomplished.

Jake for BETTER COMMUNICATION...
between the college and city through monthly
meetings between Monmouth and OCE of
ficials.

Jake for PLANNING. . .for a city which faces
continued growth yet needs to maintain the
small town atmosphere to insure the
liveability we all cherish.

Jake for PARTICIPATION...of our youth, senior
citizens and other citizens in city govern
ment.

Jake for AVAILABILITY. . .not only to city
council members but to all citizens of
Monmouth for discussions and forums to help
make Monmouth a better community.

VOTE "JAKE" JACOBSON for MAYOR OF MONMOUTH on NOV. 7
^^^Ad^by^Commlttec^t^Elcct Jake Jacobson Monmouth Mayor,

Thursday, November 2, 1972

Ilia Price, 249 E. Ackerman, Monmouth, Treasurer.

the first cut knocked it down to
$270,000, the second cut down to
$243,000, a 29 percent loss.")
What does this mean?
"This means that the proposed
Independence Day Care program
.(due to open soon) will never get
off the ground, likewise the
Chemeketa CC program, and our
campus operation will be cut
back about 25 percent," Dawson
said softly.
"But we have one alternative,"
he continued. "Governor McCall
will make up the deficit 1-2 with
local governments." (Polk
County and-or City of Mon
mouth). After the signing of
revenue-sharing, the State of
Oregon was allotted 18 million
dollars out of the federal coffers.
McCall would extract one dollar
out of this pot for every two put
up by local governments.
Even if Galvin reconsiders, the
original submitted budget would
be 26 percent less. But Dawson
feels that Day Care programs
could survive this 26 percent cut.
"But to work with half a budget
is, to say the least, unrealistic,"
he concluded.
Children cavorting behind
Todd Hall or undergoing creative
learning situations may be a
thing of memory on campuses
and in the towns and cities of
Oregon. And about 30,000 working
mothers and student mothers will
have to make 30,000 tough
decisions concerning their- pre
schoolers.
Only time will tell whether
political
bureaucracy
or
humanistic sensibility will come
out on top.
AUTHOR'S NOTE: An example
of "false information originating
from the Child Services Division
office in Salem" adorned the
front page of the October 30
Capital Journal. Basically, the
story reassured (or attempted to)
parents that things "will work out
and are not as bad as you may
hear." The italics are the
author's.
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George and Dick square off

Presidential race braces for showdown
by LONN SWANSON
political editor
Believe it or not, the boring,
sickening, and intellectually in
sulting rhetoric that has con
stantly spewed forth from the
gaping mouths of America's two
major volcanic political per
sonalities will soon be receding,
leaving in it's wake a thankful but
still confused electorate-turnedpublic. Few of the dazed of these
days will want to seek to design a
scrapbook depicting the ex
citement and glory of the 72
campaign, but it is possible that
some poor soul somewhere will
be driven to drink because of
nightmarish memories of the
context of this race.
As we now near the final
chapter in this tragedy, we find
President Nixon, a man who
many historians have accused of
helping start the Vietnam war
during his reign as Ike's vice
man, now on the edge of trying to
end it all-the war, that is. With a
25-point lead in the final quarter,
Nixon seems headed for an easy
victory in the upcoming game,
thanks at least in part to his
uncanny ability to come up with
the big play in a tight situation,
like the Vietnam war.
However, last week, as the
President stood facing a 'fourth
and Thieu' it seemed as if his
chances at scoring before the
election were indeed dim:
Late in the week the North
Vietnamese came out with a plan
for an immediate truce, and all
over the U. S. the headlines
blared the news that peace was
certainly here. With Radio Hanoi
at last ending its years of playing
the
wrong
tunes,
many
Americans finally felt that, at
last, they were now 'playing our
song'.
The North Vietnamese had
offered a peace plan that would
bring an immediate cease-fire in
Vietnam in exchange for two
party negotiations between the
South Vietnamese and Viet Cong

Free VA
phone service
available
The Veterans Administration
Regional Office in Portland has
announced the installation of tollfree telephone service to the
Regional Office from anywhere
in Oregon. This service for
veterans, other claimants and
interested parties became ef
fective September 6, 1972. The
service will be available from
8:00 a.m. to 4:15 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
The free telephone numbers
are listed below:
From Portland, dial .. .221-2431
From Salem, dial
581-9343
From Eugene / Springfield,
dial
342-8274
From all other localities, dial 1800-452-7276
Through this new service, the
number given will put callers
directly through to the desk of a
VA Benefits Counselor in the
Regional Office. The long
distance toll is paid by the VA.
The VA Benefits Counselors
provide
information
and
assistance to veterans and their
dependents in the VA programs
of compensation and pension,
vocational rehabilitation and
education, insurance, medical
care, GI loans and other VA
benefits, as well as veterans'
benefits administered by other
federal agencies.
This informational service
provided by the BVD's (Bettering
Veterans Dividends)

President Richard M. Nixon
to decide South Vietnam's
political future.
According to the plan, a cease fire would be the first order of
business, after which the 'Two
present administrations in South
Vietnam" would get together to
try and decide what the South
Vietnamese people desire in the
way of a national coalition
government.
This agreement was to be
signed this past Tuesday, and
within 24 hours, all of Vietnam
was to have been placed under a
cease-fire, allowing for the
release and return of all POWS,
and the withdrawal of all
American troops within a 60-day
period.
But, as usual, the agreement
was delayed indefinitely by the
Nixon Administration, which
seems to be stalling for time, in
order to wait until after the
election to do something about
President Thieu.
Nguyen Van Thieu is the
dangling puppet that one artist
depicted as not only sitting on his
American master's lap and
talking, but spitting in the eye of
the one that feeds him. He con
tinues to be the wrench in
machinery of the talks, and has
blocked the progress of the peace
plans
by
making
some
astonishingly
sensible
statements: "Our position," he
has said, "has been put forward
with the purpose of guaranteeing
a just and lasting peace. But his
stance is that if they want the U.
S. troops to withdraw, then they

(North Vietnam), must also with
draw their troops back to the
north."
Thieu has been increasingly
displaying the effects of the
pressure that Henry Kissinger
has put on him to resign. "I will
continue to struggle and make
sacrifices for you. (the Viet
namese people) You can drop
me, but I will never forsake you."
The possibility of the set
tlement has also led Thieu to
comment that "no one has the
right to sign any agreement, any
cease-fire pact for the South
Vietnamese. Only the South
Vietnamese can do that for
themselves."

Senator George S. McGovern
Meanwhile, this kind of talk led
George McGovern., who has lost
nearly all the remaining steam
from his major campaign issue
by the renewed peace talks, to
use the Thieu delay to his own
political advantage. "I'd just cut
off his water," McGovern
declared, referring to Thieu's
obstinence, "he's been black
mailing us for five years. We
ought to terminate any further
relationship with this dictator
instead of letting him dictate
American foreign policy."
McGovern then went on to
question the timing of the new
settlement, "It appears to me
that if the President should end

Poverty breeds disease
What is the impact of poverty
and frustration upon human
health?
Despite a new health center in
the southern California ghetto of
Watts, disease rates there con
tinue to increase in almost every
disease category, and are triple
(or more) those in the rest of the
country. On the whole, the poor
have twice as many illnesses,
four times as much chronic
illness, three times as much
heart disease, seven times as
many eye defects, and five times
as much mental retardation and
nervous disorders as the general
population.
Dr. Irene Hickman at Califor
nia State University has even
claimed 90 per cent of all illness

is caused by money worries. A
"Psychology Today" study
shows 79 per cent of major life
crises were accompanied by
health changes. The single thread
in case histories of tuberculosis
patients was a "major life ad
justment."
Disease is often a failure of the
human species to adapt to
society. Medicine often assists us
in adaptation to a sick society
that makes us sick.
-- Ray Johnson / AFS

the war before we count the votes
here on Nov. 7, he has run it for
another four years purely to
avoid criticism from the right
wing war hawks at home."
McGovern's point here is well
taken. As the war draws to its
possible conclusion, many of us
will continue to wonder whether
the thousands of lives lost and the
billions of dollars spent were
actually nothing more than added
campaign expenditures for the
President's re-election. Nixon
has done an admirable job of
convincing an American public
that he is actually working
towards peace in S. E. Asia, at
the expense of making McGovern
seem like a radical populist
whose Utopian ideals on the war
would only lead us into another
war.
But McGovern was at least
partially deserving of this, for he
has offered little in the way of a
constructive alternative. His plan
for withdrawal essentially called
for the abandonment of the South
Vietnamese, too.
And whether it is done through
Vietnamization or immediate
withdrawal, Americans must sit
by and watch their leaders play
political games with human lives
again-but this time they belong to
the South Vietnamese.

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February
Combine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa, Aus
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna
tional program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog:
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666
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Passage could spell tuition hike

Students adamant on Measure 9 veto

Questions
Answers
ions and
and Answers
on
Ballot Measure No. 9

Cigarette,
nt f Qri! and
rtv>/]
Cigarette, liaunr
liquor, thp
the 1lottery,
other so-called 4'sin" taxes would
be dwarfed by the $800 million
needed to replace the property

Here are questions and t3X.
answers which explain Ballot
Will student tuition rates at the
Measure No. 9 upon which Orecommunity
college
and
gonians will vote Nov. 7.
university level be increased if
What is Ballot Measure 9?
this measure passes?
It is a proposed State
Measure 9 sponsors suggest
constitutional amendment on
that all post-secondary students
which Oregonians will be voting
pay full operation costs. State
November 7, 1972. Placed on the
General Fund monies now
ballot by the Oregon Farm
support 46 per cent of community
Bureau through the initiative
colleges' operating costs and 70
petition process, the measure, if
per cent of operating costs in the
passed, would prohibit a tax on
otate system of higher education.
property to pay operating costs of
Could a tax be raised against
grade schools, high schools, and
property measured by income
community colleges.
irom the property rather than its
What is the potential impact of
ad valorem • value under the
this Measure?
limitation contained in this
If the present level of financial
proposed amendment of the
support for public schools and Oregon Constitution?
community colleges is to con
Yes. According to the Attorney
tinue, this measure would require
General, Ballot Measure No 9
enactment of laws to raise
will prohibit a tax levied on the
revenue from tax sources
value of property for the purpose
replacing the property tax an
of paying the operating costs of
estimated $800 million for the
the school districts enumerated,
next biennium which is equal to
but does not prohibit other types
the total estimated State level
of taxation. He believes that a tax
General Fund resources for the
would be levied against property
current biennium.
measured by income from the
Who supports Measure No. 9
property. However, it would be
and why?
very difficult to define such a tax.
Groups' representisng
What would happen to the
agricultural interests indicate present constitutional six per
that because of the property tax, cent limitation law under
Oregon is a very high cost State Measure 9?
for doing business in agriculture.
Schools
and
community
These same interests, as well as colleges would no longer be
other groups, support the subject to this limitation.
measure because they feel that However, the limitation would
property tax reform is essential still apply to cities and counties
to maintain and improve and others for whom the property
educational opportunities. They tax was still a legal source of
feel that property taxes are not revenue. It is interesting to note
connected with the ability to pay that two-thirds of Oregon's school
and thus schools have become the districts have no tax base and the
unfortunate victims of a property
limitation is applicable only to
tax revolt.
those with a base.
Who opposes it and why?
How does Measure 9 "stack
Community leaders, many up" with recent court cases on
parents, most school boards, school finance such as Serrano in
educators, and educational California and Rodriquez in
groups are working against Texas?
Ballot Measure 9 for a com
Measure 9 attempts to prohibit
bination of reasons. They feel this completely the use of property
measure endangers local control tax for the operating costs of
of schools and community public education, whereas recent
colleges and provides no alter court decisions have only said
native source of revenue for that every child is entitled to
financing public education. Some equal access to wealth in order to
people feel this measure severely support his schooling- experience.
limits what the next session of the The courts have not objected to
legislature can accomplish in the use of property taxes as a
terms of tax reform and raises principal source of funding the
the sales tax issue again. Others schools. They only object to great
fear rampant land speculation. disparities in the amount of
Business leaders recognize the property tax revenue available to
possible property tax advantage support the education of each
to business if Measure 9 passes, child.
but still oppose the measure
Does Ballot Measure No. 9
because it threatens the orderly
provide for any atlernative
process for changing the support
base for public education in revenue source?
No. It does not provide any
Oregon. They also see the
possibility of payroll and other alternative means for operating
taxes that may threaten the schools without the property tax.
healthy growth of business and It simply removes the property
place business at a disadvantage tax as a source of support for
when competing with other operating schools and com
states. Labor leaders opposed to munity colleges and leaves the
the measure indicate that the replacement problem to the 1973
average working man is likely to L e g i s l a t i v e s e s s i o n a n d , o f
suffer the most if major new tax course, subject to the vote of the
shifts are required hurriedly to people.
replace the property tax.
This Measure refers to
Will low income and senior replacing property tax with
citizens gain tax relief if this revenue from other sources.
measure is passed?
Have those sources been iden
Yes, for a year or two, but tified and are they feasible?
additional replacement taxes
The sponsors-supporters of this
probably will eventually be initiative suggest the alternatives
levied in the form of a sales tax, of a 10 per cent sales tax, or
increased income tax, or a increasing the state income tax
combination of both which could 130 per cent, or enacting an 8 per
amount to more than what low cent payroll tax, or implementing
income and senior citizens are v a r i o u s c o m b i n a t i o n s o f t a x
now paying in property taxes.
increases. They also suggest that
Is a State lottery a good students in higher education
alternative to the property tax? might pay the full cost of their
No. The most optimistic education, with a large loan fund
estimated find a statewide available to help students who
lottery raiding only about $10
can't make this payment. This
million a year in Oregon. plan would allow state money
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now supporting higher education
to be diverted to support
elementary,
secondary
education.
Will passage of Measure 9
really promote tax reform?
Oregon's track record for
passing new statewide tax
reform programs has been poor.
Excluding the cigarette tax, no
new tax program has survived
the referendum during the past 25
years! Yet, sponsors of the
measure insist that only after
property taxes for operating

school and community colleges districts would probably be more
have been eliminated will uniform across the state. It is
citizens be motivated to look likely that funding of schools
favorably upon tax reform.
would become entirely a function
What impact would passage of ofstatelegislative
Measure 9 be likely to have on appropriations rather than local
local control of schools?
voters' decisions.
Oregonians now have con
How does Oregon's property
siderable authority over budgets
tax rate compare with other
and expenditure levels of their states?
local school districts and com
Oregon's property tax rate
munity colleges. Passage of this ranks about 16th from the top
measure may mean the loss of among the states but is only
this aspect of local control. The slightly above the national per
education program level in local capita average.

Magnavo

ENTERTAINMENT

VALUES
.THAT GIVE YOU MORE

, M ° t ' 9 2 / 4 o f f e r s outstanding listening enjoyment with sound projected a
3c)(J from four omni-directional speakers—a 6" and a 3V2" in each
acoustically-sealed Air-Suspension System. It also has a Deluxe
Micromatic Player (dust cover included). Check it out. It's just one of

many

value-packed Magnavox buys for your year 'round entertainment
Radios, Stereo, Tape Recorders, Monochrome and Color TV. A full line of
take-anywhere portables, too. See them all!

Omni-Directional Stereo
FM/AM Radio-Phono System

Adolf's

Electric

CORNER MAIN and MILL - 623-8115 - DALLAS

Monmouth mayoral race

Two vie in hot battle
For those o f u s who feel that
along with the right to vote in an
important election, comes a
certain amount of responsibility
for becoming knowledgeable
enough to justify our decision, the
Monmouth mayoral 'race' takes
some studying.
Two honest and highly
respected members of the
community, Q. L. "Jake"
Jacobson,
the
owner
of
Monmouth Furniture, and Dan
Cannon, an"art professor at OCE,
are currently seeking to succeed
a man that many consider to
have been the best mayor
Monmouth has ever had: Dennis
Fahey, the director of Special
Education here.
Although at first glance the
professions of furniture store
management and art education
hardly seem like the best
qualifications for the town's top
administrative position, both
candidates possess more than
adequate prerequisites for the
office.
Jacobson had owned and
operated his store in Monmouth
for the past 25 years, and during
that time has served as
president, secretary, treasurer,
and as a member of the board of
directors, of the Monmouth
Chamber of Commerce. He has
also been involved in working
with the Central High School
Budget committee, the original
Monmouth Planning
Com
mission, and has twice been
selected as president of the City
Council, during his tenure on it
for the past four years.
In comparison, Cannon and his
family moved here from Seattle
six years ago, but he feels the fact
that his "background of day-to
day administrative experience
here as chairman of the Art
Department, coupled with the
idea that he is "very interested in
the
growth,
the
orderly
development, and the quality of
livability" in Monmouth, makes
up for any advantage of name
familiarity that Jacobson might
have.
Cannon, who in the past has
been elected as president of the
seven-state Northwest Watercolor Society and the Seattle Art
Teachers Association, feels that
it is very important that a person
participate in his field of interest.
"There are no mayoral 'prep'
clubs that I know of!" he has said
but added that he has held major
administrative positions in his
professional organizations are
"important considerations as far
as background for developing my
capabilities to administer."
The major obstacle for the
voter in this election, as I see it,
will not only be to identify which
of these two men is the most
qualified - if indeed that can ever
be measured before a person
takes office -- but also to identify
the issues in the race.
For in order to keep from
voting just from straight
familiarity, because Cannon was
your Art Appreciation prof, or
because Jake Jacobson sold you
your last clock radio, you must
decide which one of these men
holds a view that best represents
your feeling on a particular issue
or issues of local significance.
However, Monmouth seems to
be one of those towns that have1
only the kinds of issues that
nearly everyone agrees on!
Although Jacobson has been
calling finding a future source of
water, maintaining the sewer
lines, managing the electrical
substation, updating the police
and fire departments, and aiding
the city's parks and libraries, as
'issues' of importance in this
election, they are not the type of
issues that usually display a
clear-cut difference for the voter.
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Daniel Cannon, Head of OCE's Art Department
Obviously, Cannon is, as he has on zoning questions while holding
said, for these kinds of things too, such a vested interest in the
as is everyone else who is in growth of the town.
In the past he has excused
terested in Monmouth's future.
Then, is this election going to himself from council discussion
on the matter, but for many
be based entirely on personality?
Well, not quite, because an townspeople who want Mon
"issue' concerning Jacobson's mouth to retain its main street
ability to administer with true atmosphere and its central
business district, the request by
impartiality has arisen.
Monmouth Enterprises
The question involves a strip of
land that Jacobson owns, with a represents a clear threat to the
partner, under the name of
orderly growth of the town.
Monmouth Enterprises. The land
I went to see Mr. Jacobsen
lies along the edge of the highway
about what he plans to do with ,
(99W) across from Gentle Woods,
this land, and whether he feels
in an area that has historically
that his owning it constitutes a
been zoned for residential
conflict of interest if he is elected,
development.
But recently, Monmouth En but he was out of town on
terprises requested that the business. But, in talking with an
zoning be changed in this area associate of his, I got the distinct
impression that Mr. Jacobson
from residential to commercial.
The question has thus arose, sincerely feels that he is merely
whether Jacobson, as mayor, making a sound investment that
will not in any way hinder his
could objectively make decisions

What Qualities Do You Want In The
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except that I don't have any
holding of that nature."
Q - Where do you differ from
Mr. Jacobson, then, or do you?
Cannon: "I'm not a member of
Monmouth Enterprises!"
Q - Is that it?
Cannon: "I would say that this
probably is the only real issue
that I see in the 'campaign', and I
don't know if it's really an
issue. . .it's hard to tell, I can't sit
here - and I'm not - sitting here
accusing anybody of anything.
I'm suggesting that I have no
knives to sharpen; there's
nothing in my background that
would suggest that I have any
interest other than the good
quality growth of our city."
So, the stage is set for the
people to decide, between an hon
est, experienced businessman
with one possible flaw in his
background; and an art director
with high hopes and no flaws. And
in a small town concerned about
its future, a possible flaw in one's
background might be a big thing.
But then again, with all the ob
vious corruption going on in the
national level, who's to tell if one
possible flaw will make any
difference?
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Q. L. Jacobson, owner of Monmouth Furniture

CITIZENS of MONMOUTH

Mayor of Monmouth
v

capacity to serve as an effective
mayor.
Still, the facts of the matter are
that Monmouth Enterprises has
requested a zoning change for a
commercial development. In
seeking some answers, I went to
Dan Cannon and asked him about
the matter:
Q - You implied that maybe
your opponent does have a
conflict of interest?
Cannon: "I don't know if I
would say a conflict of interest in
that sense. I can't supply words
for what my opponent has
available to him or what his
interests are. I'm sure that Mr.
Jacobson is a completely honest,
absolutely
honorable
per
son. . .for instance, he's one of
the owners, as nearly as I know,
of Monmouth Enterprises, (and)
Monmouth Enterprises owns
property in Monmouth. And,
while Mr. Jacobson alway s
divorces himself from voting on
issues that include Monmouth
Enterprises, as he has done as a
councilman, I can't help but think
that if I was in that position, my
business enterprises would be
part of my background. I'm not
suggesting anything whatever,

The Committee for People, Planning & Progress is vitally
interested in the short and long range future of our community..

EXPERIENCE in working with all types of
people?
ABILITY in problem-solving and decisionmaking?
DEDICATION to our community and its
future?
ENERGY to carry out the many duties of
office?

Although we support specific candidates in next Tuesday's
election, we feel Monmouth is fortunate to have 12 able and
energetic persons seeking positions in city government...
Make your choice an informed one: meet the candidates - hear
their view - Ask them questions on specific issues. ..

DAN CANNON

Public Candidate's Forum

HAS these qualities -- and MORE

Vote • CANNON - Mayor Nov. 7
Pd. Adv. by Committee for People, Planning & Progress. R. T. Scott, Treasurer
N. Craven, Monmouth

766

GAIL MEYER
She Listens.. .She Cares...

Vote - MEYER - Nov. 7

• Proven Administrative Abilities. . .
plus
Knowledge of the important issues...
~
'
p
l
u
s
• • Sincere interest in our community...

Vote - KENYON - Nov. 7

For Monmouth City Council
T' Sc0»'

766

Combines The Qualities of

-Rational planning in the total community interest
-Increased communication between City govt. & citizens
-Further development of parks and recreational areas

Pe°P'e' Pl3nnin9 & Pr09ress

Pd. Adv. by Committee for People, Planning & Progress. R. T. Scott, treasurer
N. Craven, Monmouth

STAN KENYON

Pledges Herself To These Goals

Craven!

Thurs. Eve.-8 p.m. - Monmouth Elem. School

For Monmouth City Council
™6N.

Nd CAraVvenbrM°oZour'°r

* Progress.
P^e.P
R. T. Scot,
Treasurer ^
lanning

Ten compete for three openings

Council slots up for grabs
Monmouth residents going to
the polls this November 7 will
find a wide choice of candidates
for the three vacant positions on
the City Council. The ten

If elected, he will do his best to
encourage new businesses in
™n' ^hlch,he feels are needed,
he also believes that
something should be done for the
students in Monmouth, who
contribute so much to the City's
^°"om.y'
encouraging more
P ,re tlme activities for the
students in town, and also that
businesses could provide more
part-time jobs for students.
He will welcome the op
portunity to serve the people of
Monmouth as their City Coun
cilman.
STAN KENYON: I am vitally
interested in Monmouth as a
community which can offer a
safe, healthful and aesthetical
living environment to all citizens
I am knowledgable about
budgetary matters having been
on the City Budgt Committee for
the last two years. I am con
cerned about the development of
additional water supplies, about
the improvement of the sewer
system, and about improving the

Gordon Piatt

Gail Meyers

candidates vying for the positions
sport
diverse
thoughts,
backgrounds,
gender
and
educations. Lamron 2 offered
Council candidates the chance to
speak out on their own behalf,
all but one responded. The
following are the candidates and
their statements:
GORDON PRATT: As a
resident of this community for
eight years, I am vitally
interested in its future. For this
reason I chose to submit my
name for city councilman to the
voters for their consideration.

Stan Kenyon

communication lines between
students and city government.
Other than the home I own, I do
not have real estate investments
which would cause a conflict of
interest, thus could offer an
objective and unbiased position
on issues before the council.
CARNES

Russell Schjoll
Although college students are
short term residents, this fact
must not exclude consideration
for their needs while they remain
here. I am concerned that these
needs be recognized and solutions
found. College students should
expect city planning to include
recreational and business op
portunities as OCE is a vital and
growing part of Monmouth.
As an educator, and as one
sympathetic to the desires of the
college community, I enlist your
support for my candidacy.
RUSSELL SCHJOLL: is a
candidate for the City Council, 47
years old, and has been a resident
of Monmouth for 25 years and a
property owner. He feels he
knows and recognizes the
problems of the City, and would
help to meet them as City
Councilman.
He has been a journeyman
carpenter for 27 years, and is a
charter member of Faith
Lutheran, Church, where he has
served
as
elder,financial
secretary and other positions.
He is married, and has one son,
Steve, age 19.
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tor seek'ng a seat
nn iL ii
are ma M°n™0Uth City Council SdTn^V^8 0f 311 the citizens of Monmouth and this
dents whom I will be
are many and varied but may be
e
nly in,cludes the students
anH?h
summarized as a sincere desire representing.
and the renters.
to serve all Monmouth citizens
FRANK
PENDER:
The
position of City Councilman for
Monmouth will be a challenging
task for each candidate that
succeeds in his orher goal. One of
the primary objectives of any
candidate or councilman is to
have the true interest of the
community as the top priority.
The wishes and needs of the
community come prior to any
needs sought on an individual
basis.
With this concept in mind I
have decided to seek the office of
City Councilman. While in office I
hope to accomplish a long lasting
need of deeper and wider in
volvement by each and every
individual in our community. .
This idea surely entails peoples of
all ages, not necessarily those of
voting age or those that might
a large financial interest in
1" rank Pender
the community as well as those

through constructive, responsive
government.
I stress all citizens ~ that in
cludes OCE students, a segment
of our community all too often
ignored. Furthermore, I see my
role here as active, not passive
Government, like education,"
should never conceive of itself as
an "Ivory Tower." If elected, I
will make the special effort to
take the intiative in seeking you
out to learn your special needs,
help with your special problems.
GRANT GILLIS was born July
18, 1953. A resident of Monmouth
for 19 years, he is the youngest
candidate to file for public office
in the community. He is par
Olive Mason
ticularly interested in good
representation that expresses the who have little or none at all.
views and concerns of young
I hope to represent all interest
groups and individuals equally
and fairly to the point of best
interest for the City of Mon
mouth.
RAY DEVOE: is a full time
student at OCE. He feels that
although OCE faculty and
administration have served on
the City Council, they have not
adequately represented the
students. Ray pledges that if
elected he will represent all the

SCHULM ERICH:

has lived in Monmouth since 1948
and is 54 years old. He is married
and has two children. His son is a
graduate of Oregon College of
Eduction. His daughter is at
tending OCE also. As a taxpayer
he feels that the needs of the City
should be taken care of only when
the City can afford them. Mr.
Schulmerich feels thatjhere is a
greater need for more efficiency
in our City government and
services.
Grant Gillis

people, older citizens, working
and business people.
If elected, he will work for
effective and realistic planning.
As a fourth generation resident of
Monmouth (he is the greatgrandson of Thomas H. Gentle),
he is interested in working to
retain the individuality and
character of the town.

Carnes Schulmerich

GAIL MEYER: I am 32 years
old, the wife of Assistant
Professor of Humanities Dick
Meyer, and a former OCE
student (M.S., 1972)

Indirectly a large portion of the
taxes in Monmouth are paid by
the renters. Raise taxes and see
how fast the rent goes up. It is
past time for the students and
renters of Monmouth to be heard.
JAMES SMITH: owner of
Apartment Rentals did not
submit a statement to Lamron 2
due to a lack of time. Mr. Smith
owns many of the apartment
complexes in the Monmouth
area.

OLIVE MASON: We have
enjoyed the privileges of living in
Monmouth but all privileges also
carries responsibilities. In order
to preserve our form of govern
ment we must all contribute in
whatever way we can to that
government, from its smallest
unit to its largest unit.
If I am elected to Monmouth
City Council I will feel duty bound
to act fairly and impartially. I
will endeavor not to act upon
feelings or emotions but only on
reason and judgment. I will

Ray Devoe

LARGE
TWO BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSES
90
per mo.
Modern, beautifully furnished, carpeting,
dishwasher, laundry facilities, very comfortable.

Just 2 1/2 Blocks From Campus
NOW RENTING
And Taking Reservations for Winter Term
Congeniel Resident Managers

PH. 838-4603
838-2649
292 S. College

'Colony Inn'
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Cadle, Marx vie for District 34 represent
'

As a part of Lamron 2's p r e -election coverage, staf
fers interviewed candidates William E. Cadle, Rep. a
Robert (Bob ) Marx, Dem who are running, for the
office of State Representative in the Thirty-fourtn
conducted under unique or
cumstances No attempts were made to mix the r e P' i e ^
of the candidates and in fact, e a c \ c . a n d i d a + e a S ^s
the same list of questions. Neither candidate wa
allowed to see a list of the other's replies, nor, were they
allowed to see a list of contributors. Consequently, the
dialog in no way represents a debate between
^Thefirst part of the interview will indicate a proh'e of
each candidate. The second will be replies to the
questions. Here the answers will be paraphased as close
as possible to the candidates' replies and quotations will
be so indicated.
William E. Cadle, 78, has been
a lifelong resident of Polk
County. A graduate of Dallas
High School, he attended OSU for
one year. Through classes out
side of a formal institution such
as OSU, he
passed
an
examination to become a
registered logging engineer. He
acted in that capacity for 8 years
and still retains his license, but
does not practice. He served for 3
years in the Army during World
War II and since that time has
been self-employed.
Mr. Cadle has served for 12
years on School Boards, is a
farmer-stockman, and is active
in various organizations, some of
his activities include the
following:
--Current, board member
Rickreall Farm Supply, Inc.
-Currently serving on the
School Health Committee of the
Oregon Heart Association.
-Currently a member of the
Oregon Cattlemen's Association
and the Polk County Livestock
Association.

-Currently a board member of
the Pacific Slope Ren Angus
Association.
u
—former board member ot the
Oregon Heart Association
***
Bob Marx, 23, has been a
lifelong resident of the MidWillamette Valley. Born in
Oregon City, Bob Marx has since
lived in Salem, Corvallis (near
Philomath), and has resided this
summer in Dallas.
He is a 1971 graduate of OSU
with a degree in Political Science
where he concentrated in Con
stitutional Law and Public
Policy. He has been employed as
a warehouseman as well as a
farm worker and factory worker.
Currently, he is a Data Analyst
and Certified Appraiser em
ployed by Yamhill County.
***

Lamron 2: How much have you
spent in the primary campaign?
Bob Marx: Approximately $879
not including travel expenses.
Bill Cadle: Approximately
$1,300

..
Lamron 2: How much do you
intend upon spending for the
General Election?
Bob Marx: The budget has
been expanded and "I am
currently experiencing a deficit.
Most of the funds are from my
own resources."
Bill Cadle: Approximately
$3,740 is budgeted and we expect
to spend fairly close to that
amount."

existing
savings kMwppn
between the
the existing
property tax structure and
Governor McCall's would save
such a homeowner about $178.
Other features "I favor are that
those in the upper tax brackets
pay more because they are
limited to a state deduction of
$2,000 from the first $2,000 ont he
federal income tax. This now
treats the federal income tax as
personal income (possible
deductions). People coulcl afford
homes because of the drop in
property taxes. It could mean a
housing boom.
Bill Cadle: "I admire him for
his courage in presenting such a
proposal, however, I doubt that it
will be adopted in its entirety.
"My biggest reservation is the
institution of a statewide
property tax as opposed to a local
property tax. I believe some
control should remain with the
localities."
"I definitely favor
the
removing of the inventory tax
which has been totally unfair."
"At the present time the
Legislative Interim Committee is
reviewing the proposal and has
already questioned some aspects
of the McCall program. Some
input has occurred from Dale
Parnell. Yet, some way of getting
those who are not paying taxes to
do so is to the benefit of the entire
state."

Lamron 2: What is your reaction
to Governor McCall's new tax
proposal?
Bob Marx: It was better than
the earlier proposal. However,
the limitation of a maximum of
$2
cash value)
«pZi / $1,000
«px,v»vv TCV
X v/ » (true
\
program improvement levy, i
"don't favor." "If the voters in a
locality feel they should provide
more, the law then, should be
extended to allow them to do so."
"I favor the 3 per cent business
profits tax because it is a better
measure (than property tax) of
ability to pay." This was better
than the old proposal of an ememployer's tax which in a labor
intensive business (which might
not be making profits) would
bear a heavy burden. While in the
"service industries such com
panies that deal in insurance or a
public relations firm would get
off virtually scott-free because
they do not use a grat deal of
labor."
"A family in School District 13J
making
$12,000 /yr.
and
itemizing 15 per cent of his gross
income as a deduction and has a
$20,000 house and lot (family of
four) would save roughly $178
under McCall's plan."
Even though there is a 35 per
cent increase in the income tax
for the state, that increase
coupled with the difference in

Lamron 2: Do you feel it will
surrender local control of the
schools and budget?
Bob Marx: "Presently 18 states
provide 50 per cent or more of the
school support funds. Only 2 of
those states exercise some
control as allowable under the
Oregon Constitution. And only 6
of those states (including the two
previously mentioned) pay over
50 per cent to the localities and

require an audit ~ which is ^
reasonable.
"Of the other states, 32, there
are varying degrees of local
control which appear to bear no
relation to the amount of money
financed by the state. The ten
dency is to remain more in"
keeping with local custom."
"In Oregon, the legislature has
had the power to assume control
and act as a School Board. The
fact is, the legislature does not
want
to
assume
thisresponsibility and public attitude
would not allow it."
"Therefore, an increase in the
level of support over 50 per cent
would not mean a decisive
surrender of local control."
Bill Cadle: It would surrender
some local control. The proposal,
includes a state-wide property
tax and appropriately a local
property tax should pay for some
of the school support.

Lamron 2: What concerns do you i
have for the development of the 3
valley?
i i
Bob Marx: "The environment I
is one area, and, I approve of the t
actions L. B. Day has taken. Yet, 1
more concerns should be placed 1
on land use planning. We put the 1
towns on the best land and let the
less productive hills alone. I don t^,
particularly want to see wto j
sprawl. It's no longer valid. More 1
buildings, more streets, etc. dc 1
not necessarily make people 1
happy."
I
Bill Cadle: "Emphasis shoulc ,
be placed on land use planning by 1
local, county, and city govern
ments with a strong state agency
to set the guidelines and urge
these localities into action. Bui
only the local areas can under
stand the problems. There is nc
simple answer. Our concern
should be for the State of Oregon

BILL CADLE
of experience
a difference
12 years experience on school boards
of Rickreall and Dallas
licensed engineer who has worked in the
districs woods for eight years
served on Board of Directors for Heart
Assoc. 1963 - 1969
has operated an 800 acre farm in Rickreall
for 26 years
Bill Cadle, a concerned Candidate

Polk - Benton Dist. 34
Paid for by Bill Cadle for Representative Committee
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Oregon voters to consider
nine ballot measures

what makes the area
and
rveable. There should be federal
nd state funds as well as en
vironmental tax ^incentives. We
can't expect large or small
businesses to do all the work. The
bureaucracy should recognize
that the localities have rights
1 "
lamron 2: What do you feel you
ca„ do for OCE?
Bob Marx: "Four years ago the
legislature
broke
tate
_recedence in not accepting the
building priorities of the Board of
Higher Education. The Board
tends to put most political
consideration aside and trys to
make a determination as to what
ic the best priority for the schools
and Oregon."
«The legislature disregarded
the recommendations and set
their own priorities, usually
hased on rather clear political
considerations. As a result,
schools in denser populated areas
received the allocation. The
allocation should be brought back
into line with the Board of Higher
Education's guidelines. If it
comes to raw political power,
whether OCE has a representa
tive or not will not make a great
difference in the next few years.
"Whatever power I'm likely to
haveI shall exercise to bring the
legislature into line with State
Board recommendations and I
will certainly try to influence
House leadership, particularly
the House Ways and Means Com
mittee." (Mr. Marx is referring
to the problem regarding OCE's
fine arts building.)
Bill Cadle: "I have always
been interested in OCE through
my contact with it in the School
Boards. OCE is vital to the
community and the district.I will
do anything reasonable to help
OCE in the legislature."

MEASURES 1, ELIMINATES
LOCATION REQUIREMENTS
OF STATE INSTITUTIONS.
Repeals Oregon Constitutional
requirement
that
state
institutions be located in Marion
County, unless the Legislature
provides otherwise, or unless
located elsewhere prior to
November 1, 1958. This repeal is
in line with the aim to decen
tralize and to provide more in
stitutional care locally
MEASURE
2,
QUALIFICATIONS
FOR
SHERIFF SET BY
LEGISLATURE.
Amends Ore. Constitution to let
Legislature set qualifications for
office of County sheriff. No
qualifications" currently exist.
Some feel that if qualifications
are set, they should be in the
Constitution, where only the

srs-iss«

Legislature could change at any
time.
MEASURE
3,
AMENDS
COUNTY PURCHASE & LEASE
LIMITATIONS.
Amends Ore. Constitution to
exempt from the county debt
limit certain contracts for ser
vices or for purchase or lease of
property. Agreements must not
exceed 10 years' duration, and
annual payments must not ex
ceed "1 / 100 of 1 per cent of the
taxable value of all property in
in
county or $5,000 (except through
voter-approved bonding, limited
by statute. (A similar measure

was defeated in 1970, but some
fee counties should not be so MEASURE 5, MINIMUM JURY
restricted in their contract SIZE OF SIX JURORS.
Amends Ore. Constitution to
spending when , for instance,
allow the Legislature to provide
school & fire districts enjoy
for juries of less than 12, but not
considerably more freedom.
less than 6 members. The idea is
In any case, you should be to shorten jury
trials & save court
given a clue as to what you are
costs. Juries of 6 are presently
voing on, & that 17100 of 1 percent
hearing some Oregon criminal
TCV or $5,000, "whichever is
cases, which is in line with U. S.
greater , is a pretty sneaky way
Supreme Court decisions. Civil
to put it. While the discrepancy
cases are now heard by 12-man
from county to county is great, in juries.
Multnomah County 17100 of 1
MEASURE 6, BROADENS
percent of the current TCV is
ELIGIBILITY FOR VETERANS
$553,959. (Our computer claims LOANS.
that this is about 110 times
Amends Ore. Constitution to
$5,000!) Now maybe you'd like to
extend veterans loans to an
read these last two paragraphs
approximate 11,000 additional
again.
World War II & Korean War
MEASURE 4, CHANGES STATE
veterans by broadening the
CONSTITUTION PROVISIONS
residence and date of service
REGARDING RELIGION.
restrictions and adds, with
Amends Ore. Constitution to restrictions, widows or spouses of
men killed or missing in action or
with the federal Constitution, taken prisoner.
i.e.: The Legislative Assembly MEASURE
7,
REPEALS
"shall make no law respecting an
GOVERNORS' RETIREMENT
establishment of religion, or ACT.
prohibiting the free exercise
Initiative petition to repeal the
thereof." The idea behind this 1971
statute
establishing
measure is to open the way to retirement fund of 45 percent
possible state financial aid to salary payment (less other public
parochial schools, which are retirement funds received) to
currently saving the taxpayer anyone serving as governor of
considerable money by educating Oregon for 2 years. (Exsome 6 percent of the state Governor Holmes is the only
elementary & high school current recipient, receiving $7800
population. The measure, in it annually) Eligibility age is 62.
self, in
up any
anv such
in no
no way sets ud
MEASURE 8, CHANGES
plan. The recent Supreme Court
SUCCESSION TO OFFICE OF
decisions do not affect a vote on
GOVERNOR.
this measure.
Amends Ore. Constitution to

repeal provision that the
Governor temporarily vacates
office when out of state. It also
changes the line of succession to:
Secy, of State, Treasurer, Senate
Pres., House Speaker. (Current
order: Senate Pres., House
Speaker, Secy, of State, Treas.)
The aim of this one is to cut the
expense (now averaging about
$2500 per year) of substitute
governors during Gov's absence
and to have the successor to the
Gov. someone elected statewide,
rather than someone elected by
only one district. Some think the
Secy, of State's office is already
too much of a PR job, and this
would add incentive to use it as
stepping-stone to governorship.
They also consider the House &
Senate chiefs as properly
representative of the state
electorate.
MEASURE 9, PROHIBITS
PROPERTY TAX FOR SCHOOL
OPERATIONS.
Amends Ore. Constitution to
prohibit property tax levy to pay
school operating expenses
(elementary, high, or community
college.)
Requires
the
Legislature to pass legislation
providing sufficient funds to
replace property taxes now
paying school operating costs.
(That's the nutshell version.
Particularly
in
view
of
widespread misrepresentation of
this one, see our fact sheet on
Measure 9 for more details and
for a list of possible replacement
tax sources.)

BOB MARX
Democrat District 34
for
State Representative
Human Rights - "Support must be given for
ratification of the Women's Rights Amendment to
the U. S. Constitution. I will also support
legislation that will create regulatory machinery
to see to it that women receive equal pay for equal
work and equivalent hiring criteria."
Environment - "The crucial issue in this decade is

how we can-begin to prozuce without drowning
ourselves in our own garbage. We need a new
perspective not economically oriented." Oregon
Environmental Council Rating, Bob Marx 92 per
cent, opponent 45 per cent.
Reform - "I support Governor McCall's
recommendations for tax reform and a more
equitable distribution of school finance. This in
cludes a 3 per cent business profits tax,
$7.50/ thousand TCV tax n income producing
property and a reformed and more progressive
income tax."

Tax

For STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 34
Robert (Bob) Marx - Democrat
Paid: Citizens for Bob Marx,
Alan Miller, 453 Scott, Monmouth

Thursday, November 2, 1972

Sponsored by Citizens for Bob Marx
Ken Holmes - James Nye - Co-chairmen.
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Entertainment guide
guest review.

On Dracula

By Richard Meyer
Humanities Department
There's still time to catch
Pentacle Theatre's production of
Dracula, which runs through
Saturday with an 8:15 p.m.
curtain. But you'd be better off
saving your money and tuning in
one of the late-night horror flicks
on TV.
The production is -- in most
respects -- a disaster. In fact,
there's an unconfirmed rumor
circulating that Count Dracula
himself has once again risen
from his unquiet grave, not to
drink blood but to institute a
defamation-of-character suit
against Director Dick Folk and
his cast.
The inevitable temptation
when viewing the stage version of
Bram Stoker's classic novel of
gothic horror is to compare it
with the famous 1931 film version
starring Bela Lugosi.
Inevitable because, whatever
other feelings we may have about

Calendar
ART
Contemporary Crafts Gallery, 3934 SW
Corbett Ave. Room III by Peter Teneau.
Work by Northwest craftsmen.
Oregon Society of Artists, 2185 SW Park
Place. Group show.
Portland State University, White Gallery.
Selection of works by John Lawrence.
I m a g e G a l l e r y , 2483 ' NW O v e r t o n .
Watercolors by Rene Rickabaugh.
Linfield College, Renshaw Gallery, Mc
Minnville. "American Indian Series" of
prints by Patricia Benson, to Nov. 11.
Oregon State University, Fairbanks
Gallery, Corvallis. Sculpture and paintings
by J a m e s Van Patten and Douglas Campbell
Smith, to Nov. 3.
Bush Barn Art Center, 600 Mission St.-,
Salem. Recent paintings and graphics by
Ken Paul.

horror films in general and
vampire stories in particular,
Lugosi's interpretation of Count
Dracula has become fixed in the
popular imagination to the point
of being a cliche. It is a fact which
no modern production can afford
to ignore and which usually
leaves three possibilities: 1) Play
it seriously in the good old Lugosi
tradition; 2) Parody the Lugosi
tradition; or 3) Create a new
interpretation, consciously
avoiding Lugosi, in accordance
with whatever critical criteria
the director sees as relevant to a
contemporary audience.
To be sure, each of these
possibilities presents some sticky
problems in staging. It's a tough
decision for any director to make,
but one he must make if his
production is to have any vitality.
The problem with the Pentacle
version is not that it selects one of
these basic approaches and does
it badly but that it seems to at
tempt all three simultaneously -and does it badly.
This
uncertainty
com
municates itself to the audience.
Not only do they sense the
inadequacy of the roles being
portrayed before them, they
themselves become uncertain as
to their role as audience. Should
they laugh, engage in "the willing
suspension of disbelief," or worry
seriously about making sure all
the windows are shut tightly
when they get home?
The instances of this reaction in
the play are numerous, but a
great many of them revolve
around the stage presence of the
central character. When Count
Willamette University, University Center
Gallery. One man show by Norman Lane.
Oregon College of Education, Campbell
Hall Gallery. "Achromatic," faculty show.
FILM
Oregon College of Education, Music Hall.
"Blue Water White Death". 6:30 and 8:45
p.m. Friday.
THEATER
Lewis and Clark College, Fir Acres
Theatre. "The Carpenters," a contemporary
drama by Steve Tesich, Nov. 7 Nov. 12. 75c
T h e N e w T h e a t e r , 215 S E Ninth.
"Inquest". 8:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
Portland State University, Science II
Lounge. "Cabaret," 9 p.m. Friday. Free.
Portland State University, Lincoln Hall
Theater. "All's Well that Ends Well," 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday.
The Shattuck Auditorium, 1914 SW Park.
"King Lear," presented by the Portland
Shakespeare Company, 8:30 p.m. Friday
and Saturday.

On Bondarchuk's War and Peace
By Jack Bellamy

Director, a c t o r Sergei Bondarchuk,
a s t h e t o r m e r directed his c a m e r a c r e w t o look
for his, S e r g e i - P i e r r e ' s soul in t h e s k i e s :
t h e r e , behind t h e Ben F r a n k l i n g l a s s e s , his e y e s
d i s c e r n , a s t h e cirro-cumulus slide b a c k ,
a panel of e t e r n a l s t a r s , while a c l a q u e ,
back a t t h e studio, fiddles a t t h e s i g h t ;
c o m m a n d e d t h a t Andrey, dying, t u r n blue - light
b l u e - b e f o r e his t i m e , a n d a Cossack c h o r u s
h u m s heavy hallelujahs t h e r e before u s ;
saluted t h e youthful sensibilities
of N a t a s h a a s t h e bubbly-fizz r e l e a s e
of multi-colored rockets.
At s u c h high t i m e s
( a p a r e n t h e s i s a t t h i s point helps m y r h y m e s )
a t s u c h t i m e s , too, w o r d s failed S. Bondarchuk,
d i r e c t o r , a c t o r , bottlewasher, cook,
a n d c o - s c e n a r i s t - I d o not recollect
t h e n a m e of his a c c o m p l i c e - b u t t o c o r r e c t
a n y m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g , let m e s a y
full c r e d i t w a s provided: t h e s c r e e n play
t h a t loosed this r a p t u r e m u t e , t h i s untold joy,
w a s based on a novel by a Leo Tolstoy.

Dracula first glides onto the
stage we are struck with what
seems visually to be an in
congruous mixture of the
phantom of the opera and the
leading personality at a "gay"
Halloween party. First im
pressions -- especially visual ones
are dangerous, but the problem
of incongruity persists.
Vocally, Dracula oscillates
between a mock-Hungarian
accent reminiscent of Lugosi and
something
approximating
Richard Burton reading Hamlet.
All of which tends to obscure
the productions praise-worthy
qualities -- and there are several.
Shannon Oldman is effective at
times in his portrayal of the
relentless vampire-stalker
Professor Van Helsing; true, he
is a bit ponderous at times, but
then aren't all professors?
Rick Ernst is a fairly effective
madman, and some good comic
interplay is provided by Steve
Lady and Van DeLapp. In spite of
the faults noted above, Vince
Elliott as Dracula does have his
moments, particularly in his
hand gestures and other aspects
of non-verbal action.
But the really good thing about
the play was the handling of
special effects -- lighting, sound,
and certain other aspects of
physical staging. They were
imaginative, appropriate, and
largely effective.
Perhaps the greatest disap
pointment in viewing this
production was the total lack of
that pervasive sense of horror
and foreboding which charac
terized both the Stoker novel and
the Lugosi film. It's still a part of
human nature to enjoy being
scared. But, barring that, even a
few honest laughs would have
been welcome.
Oregon College of Education, "Androcles
and the Lion," Nov. 8-11, 8:15 p.m. Little
Theater.
MUSIC
The Whirling Dervishes of Turkey, Civic
Auditorium, Sunday Nov. 5, 8 p.m.
Carlos Montoya, Civic Auditorium, Friday
Nov. 17, 8:30 p.m.
The Harkness Ballet of New York, Por
tland Civic Auditorium. Thursday, Nov. 16 a t
8:15 p.m.
"Sleeping Beauty," presented by the
National Ballet of Washington, D.C. Sat.,
Nov. 25th at 8:30 p.m. Portland Civic
Auditorium.

Drive on,
The last Humanities Night on
Tuesday, October 24th consisted
of a Readers' Theatre of Dan
Gerould's "Candaules, Com
missioner," which, according to
the program, is "based on an
ancient and obscure myth about a
king who forced his servant to see
the queen naked, and who con
sequently lost both his queen and
his kingdom to the servant."
This highly stylized political
cartoon was performed by Don
Schenck; Don played Candaules,
High Commissioner of Economic
Assistance to Lydia; and by
George Slawson playing Gyges,
his native Lydian bodyguard;
and by Barbara Rhule as Nyssia,
Candaules' wife.
You might think that a readers'
theatre would be rather dull, that
play read by others is little better
than a play read by yourself. You
may also contend that a play read
in a classroom in the Ad
ministration Building limits
theatrical
feel,
reviving
memories of long dull classes
hosted by * the less illustrious
performers on the faculty--we do
have our share of lack-lusters.
Soooo, with all these reservations
you talked yourself out of at
tending the last Humanities
Night. Too bad; it was excellent.
It was an opportunity to watch
the performance of an insightful
and funny play. At least the few
forty or so in the audience
thought so, and I agree.
Don Schenck's
pompous
commissioner was first rate, a
caricature of the kind of
leadership we've become ac
customed to in American
politicians-especially the one in
the White House. In this sense
this play resembled "McBird"the off-Broadway play that so
delightfully caught Lyndon
Johnson's routine dead center.
I could give a plot summary of
this play, but I think that I won't.
You can read the play yourself ; it
is available in Drama and
Revolution. Instead of a plot

summary I'll tell you about the
performance. The play opened
with Gyges driving the High
Commissioner
along
the
roadways,driving and talking as
the starving indignant Lydians
watched, or as we are to imagine
they watched. (Notice how I get
to the muscle of the thing
reviewed here and now, instead
of dwadling in the excremental
antithetical thought that ace
reviewer D. Haggerty seats his
thought within.)
Back to the car-our characters
read their lines, but they also
added rudimentary actions.
George, for instance, pretended
to drive behind his sunglasses
and a droned engine-like sound.
This minimal acting lent an acted
feel to a play where suggestion
gave dimension to the characters~a chiaroscuro effect you
won't achieve in your attempt to
relive this night past by reading
the play. There was then, a
theatrical visual mode essential
to this play.
The characters with minimal
movement suggested the scene
they intoned, but with a multiple
image as each readersupplemented his lines with the
appropriate wriggle or grimace.
The performance of George
Slawson was properly one of
passive resistance--his
character-s position having .two
sides, one with Dandaules and the
other with his people, the
Lydians. His answers (he almost
always responded to Candaules
and Nyssia instead of initiating
thought, which is the role of the
underling) caught the questions
and turned them in midair,
allowing his position to continue
oblivious
to
his pseudobenefactor.
The double meanings, the
shower of chocolate footballs, the
topical material and the comicabsurd points of view all went to
make the play work, work in the
confines of a Readers' Theatre.

"Cinderella," presented by the National
Ballet of Washington, D.C. Sun., Nov. 26 a t
2:30.
Faculty Recital, Music scholarship
benefit, Oregon College of Education. Wed.,
Nov. 8th at 8 p.m. in the Music Hall. Free.
J a m e s Cook, piano. Oregon College of
Education, Music Hall. Sun., Nov. 12 a t 8
p.m. Free.

MOTOR-VU
Dallas
Gates 6:45-Show 7:15
FRI. -SAT.-SUN.
ZOth CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

THE FRENCH
CONNECTION

•COLOR BY DE LUXE®

[Rj^B

Plus

EJD and Concerts West
PRESENTS

The Doobie
Brothers
With Special G u e s t s

The Original Kings Men

"Chrome & Hot Leather"
RIO-THEATRE
FRI.-SAT.

Sat November 4, 8 P.M.

John Wayne &
"The Cowboys"

Salem Armory Auditorium

Plus
Robert Redford

"The Hut Rock"

Tickets Available at Village Square
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El Chicano:
non-concert
by MITCH LIES

While the OCE students were
sitting in their apartments and
dorm rooms last Wednesday
night, El Chicano was putting on
the best show OCE's campus will
see in a long time.
With their distinctive Santana
sound, El Chicano gave the 200
people that showed up a treat
OCE didn't deserve. The
minuteness of the turnout was
incredible. Fortunately. El
Chicano didn't hold anything
back, as the six piece band
rocked as though 2,000 were
there.

Their songs, going off on long
smooth trips, then spiraling back
to the original sound, gave them a
sound similar to Santana, but
definitely their own.
With three percussion in
struments,torn toms, congas, and
drums, the beat was a dominant
factor. The bassman was
probably the top instrumentalist
of the group as he showed his skill
on his outstanding solo. The lead
guitarist and organist-pianist
were both good, as they were the
most responsible for the groups
original sound.
The back up band, Chinook,
didn't cut it as a concert band.

They've played for OCE dances
before, and that's what they
should continue playing for. Bad
timing and other mistakes
showed through with regularity
throughout their performance.
They did show some musical
talent, especially in their last
number, where the lead guitarist
hit some good patterns. They're a
young group and with some
musical maturity could possibly
develop into a good band, but
Wednesday night they didn't put
it together.
El Chicano was definitely the
bright point of this concert and
they more than made up for
Chinook's misgivings.
Now if only the OCE students
could momentarily break off
their love affairs with their
apartments and dorm rooms long
enough to see what concerts
director Joe Medley has to offer,
they might see something wor
thwhile.

Through an electron
pump, darkly
by DAN HAGGERTY
(Headnote: I don't know how
many people are interested in
book reviews, but here's one. If
you're interested in recent
publications of fiction, let us
know, and we'll do more.)
I'm not sure how it happened,
but somehow, last week, I found
myself in that rare and wonderful
position of having an entire
evening with nothing particular
to do - no papers, readings or
paintings due; nothing that
required an immediate monopoly
on my attention - and so, not
wishing to deny my cultural
heritage or be caught unaware by
some secret sleuth of social
solidarity, I went to my brandnew RCA accucolor televison set
and turned it faithfully to ABC,
(PBS is only for limp-wriested
fags and commie-junkies).
After sitting through four
minutes of girdles, hairspray,
feminine-hygiene-deoderantspray, and the exciting build-up
introduction to those hippest of
lawbringers, "The Mod Squad," I
decided that perhaps no sleuths
would arrive and that my
heritage could survive an
evening without me, and shut it
off..
Of course, this left me open to
the entreaties of attention from
my son and requests of study help
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from my wife (who is studying
history in order to examine the
effects of certain mnemonic aids
in the acquisition and retention of
great quantities of irrelevant and
useless information in a short
period of time), but, believing it
necessary to assume at least
some of the character which
made this country what it is
today, I blindly ignored them
both, and went looking for some
other self-centered thing to do.
My sister, novelist and sciencefiction freak,-had given me Isaac
Asimov's latest novel, (his first in
some 15 years) The Gods
Themselves, had recommended
it highly, and so, as I pointed out
before, I ignored what I should
rather have done, and read the
novel.
And was glad I did. I f we can
believe Asimov, (and this is not
an altogether certain point since
Asimov is fond of creating great
machines of the imgination out of
stone-age gears and levers -- an
admirable quality - and is also
the man who 'proved' Velikovsky's
thepry
of
world
catastrophes impossible by
pointing to the existence of
stalagmites in Carlsbad Caverns,
believed to be millions of years
old, which could not possibly
have withstood catastrophes of
the proportions Velikovsky in
dicates; which was later
disproved by the discovery of
stalagmites some eight feet in
length growing in the sub
terranean caverns of the Capitol
building in Washington D.C.,
considerably less than "millions
of years old" ~ $ less than ad
mirable quality,) the book was
vX'v'
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written on something of a dare.
Robert Silverberg, also a highclass science-fiction writer, at a
convention of futurist-freaks, was
seeking, during discussion of
writing methods, the name of a
chemical isotope to use as an
example of a point he was about
to make, and somehow, his
memory failing, blurted out
"plutonoium-186."
Asimov seized upon this with
glee, plutonium-186 being an
impossible isotope in this
universe, according to all known
laws of science, and accosted him
later with that information.
Silverberg, unruffled and with all
due respect retorted to these
accusations with a desultory, "so
what." Asimov, also at ease in
this jest, replied "So this. . .Just
to show you what real ingenuity
is, I will write a story about
plutonoium-186," -- hence, the
"logos" and genesis of the novel I
have finally come to speak of,
(which is, supposedly, the pur
pose of this column) The Gods
Themselves,
published
by
Doubleday.
Now I do not wish to write a
treatise on the form of sciencefiction, nor do I wish to ascribe to
it any place in the hierarchy of
literature which it cannot fill.
Many of us, in our misap
prehension of art, are caught for
example, on occasion, speaking
'Vonnegut' in the same breath
with 'Melville' - something I do
not wish to do, and we then fail to
see the real value of both Melville
and Vonnegut.
The value of Melville I will
leave to those prepared to answer
for him; the value of Vonnegut is
SSSi
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Bluegrass music:
singing , stompin', & fiddlin'
Ian Joel, initiater and president
of the Portland Banjo and Fiddle
Society brought
o-v three string
bands to Portland, three bands of
ability and wide repetoire.
A medicine show minus the
medicine was the first group to
perform, the group calling
themselves "The Old Hat Band."
Their set was flawed by a lengthy
disjointed
performance,
retuning,
I suppose,
the
consistent reason for their
comedy interludes. But the
comedy didn't click except for
those moments when folks
laughed at the spectacle of the
thing. But to pan the group would
be to say that their music wasn't
together; however, it was
together. John Burke on fiddle,
for all his humility and deference
to Benny Thomasson, was quite
good-his bow and fingers flying
through bluegrass kneedeep and
growing. Ellen Bush on banjo and
Jeff Thorn on guitar completed
the group. Ellen performed
soundly when Thorn's wit didn't
ensnare the three in rather
pointless explanations.
The highlight of the show was
the fine fiddling of Benny
Thomasson. He played with a
composite group made up of the
bass player from "High Coun
try", Lonny Feiner, Jeff Thorn
from "The Old Hat Band" and
Dale Thomasson, Benny's son,
also played guitar.

this: relief from digging and
filling eight to five, relief from
the rising price of hairspray,
relief from the demands of family
and friends -- (Pollock: Why
don't you review your last bowelmovement for the "Lamron"?
Haggerty: shit. . .) relief from
the paranoia of a president who
was probably overly fond of his
mother in short, wrapped in one
neat little package, (something I
find difficult,) escapism, pure
and simple.
Here, I leave myself open to the
attacks of pretty young sociology
majors who will have ulcers and
inadequate alimony checks in ten
years, all crying "get involved,
save the world," and also to the
disdain of the "literati", who find
such behavior insufficiently
edifying; but I must say that it is
good, not bad, to escape, on oc
casion, into something which
requires only willingness to
believe, and returns only a few
hours of well-being. (I must say
here, for the record of the
defense, that I managed to retain
my sanity over a period of
several years partly on account
of an uninterrupted flow of
science-fiction -- though that is
only circumstantial evidence.)
Escapism, then, is necessary;
at least to me, and science-fiction
is simply one point of interdimensional departure. But back
to Asimov's novel. If you recall,
that is my topic.
The novel is divided into three
sections; the first dealing with
the accidental discovery of
plutonoium-186, the impossible
isotope, the subsequent discovery
of a parallel universe from which
the
isotope
comes;
the
development of the electron
pump out of these discoveries,
and the ensuing propogation of
apparently limitless "free"
energy gathered in the exchange
of isotopes with the parauniverse, which, of course,
makes the earth a paradise once
again.
And, then, of course, there is
the later discovery of some
rather unexpected and unplea
sant side-effects of the electron
pump. This entire episode is
handled with superb scientific
realism, right down to the profes
sional infighting and scientific
me a great deal of Watson's book,
The Double Helix.

It was Benny's show. He played
as fast as the audience called the
tunes out, playing several
tunings, even explaining the
tunings. In one waltz written by
Benny's father, tuned to the
discordant tuning, the fiddle
seemed to take on a bagpipe-like
timbre. It was a haunting tune.
The bassist for "High Coun
try", Lonny Feiner, couldn't
have been finer. His chops on his
bass viol were continually
resounding and rhythmically
right. He took very little front
row attention while ethers took
their turns; but, without a doubt
his playing was as strong a s any
that night.The group Lonny plays
with is from California, a group
called "High Country," a ver
satile high energy group that
changed leads as fast as chords.
Their music had a distinct
country feel, especially in tunes
like "Hey Waterboy" and
"Orange Blossom Special", the
leads on mandolin, fiddle and
banjo continually alternating,
emerging and receding. Cowboy
Chris Boutwell, replete with cork
like bounce and cowboy hat,
yodeled and twanged in a Jimmy
Rogers style.
"High Country" lived up their
name, sending a warm audience
into a genuine highly resounding
applause-including hoedown
style stamping and yipping.
Bluegrass has got to be the
hardest music on feet.
The second section of the novel
reverses the problem by leaping,
expertly, into the parallel
universe postulated in the first
section, and creates a universe, a
solar system, a planet and
creatures which do not, as is so
often the case in lesser writers,
merely become three-eyed copies
of us.
For example, people, if they
can be called that, for they are
surely not humanoid, are of three
genders: Rations, Emotions and
Parentals; and there is a fourth
type whose relationship to the
other three only becomes clear as
the narrative progresses. These
are called, simply, th3 Hard
Ones. This section is remarkable
as an example of superlative
imaginative fiction. The struc
ture is so neat, the development
so economical, and the exposition
so precise, that one really has to
marvel at Asimov's craft
smanship and his imagination in
developing such a thing.
But, for all its intelligence and
delight, I was hard-pressed to
find how this portion of the book
contributed to the forward thrust
of the plot. It seemed merely to
be a mirror-irnage, albeit a
distorted reflection, of what
happens elsewhere in the book ~
but lovely ornaments they are.
Section three manages to solve
the problems exposed in the first
two sections, and, at the same
time, add a new dimension to an
already expansive plot. The
introduction of a moon culture,
and the working-out of that
subplot, lend to the hugeness of
scale that Asimov is noted for,
and provide the perfect setting
for the discovery of yet another
device which, as it turns out,
counteracts the ill-effects of the
electron pump and at the same
time supplies an infinite source of
energy - all this worked out oi\
the well-known assumption that
unity and infinity are the only
perfect quantities, and that
"two" is impossible; hence
another "para-universe," in fact,
an infinite number of them. But
enough of this.
I had a good time with this
book, but perhaps I am an
anomaly; perhaps hiding in
fantasy is to be shunned; perhaps
the moon is made of green
cream-cheese; who cares? I had
nearly as much fun writing this.

College Center renovation: good, bad or.
by DAVE WATKINS
Last week, while sitting in the
College Center, brooding over a
story that just refused to come
out, I was approached by a
member of the faculty who was
wondering about the cost of
renovating the Center-the money
poured into the building, and the
resulting change-was it worth it?
\Well, I wondered about that at
the time it was happening. What
was going on; what was changed;
where was the money going (and
why was it going there)? I had
heard the rumors that all the
money was going into expanding
the bookstore by moving the
main wall out about 18 inches.
(As it turns out, that's not ex
actly true. The main wall was
remodeled and moved out about
six inches, and one of the side
walls was expanded five feet.
Also, the area where the text
books are now located, (and
where the entire store was
temporarily) was re-sectioned
and added to the bookstore.)
There
was
also
some
consternation about the con
ference facilities. The gist of the
problem was that the four old
conference, rooms were turned
into four new conference rooms,
just as inadequate as the old
ones.
(According to the College
Center Office, there are currently
six conference facilities in the
center; and they are the
Deschutes, Umpqua, Umatilla,
Wallowa, Willamette, and
Ochoco rooms. As to the
adequacy, well, I've never been
to a conference in any of these
rooms, old or new.)

So I went over to the Ad
ministration building to see if
anyone was willing to talk about
the Center. As it turned out,
everyone was. Asking someone
about the College Center isn't on
par with asking someone about
his sex life.
I learned many interesting
things in my interviews with Mr.
Sparks, Director of Business
Affairs, and Mr. Chatham,
Director of Planning. Among
those things, were many facts
about cost and who-did-what that
wouldn't make interesting
reading, but did interest me and
helped me get a picture of what
was going on.
In rounded-off figures, the total
renovation cost was a few shekels
over $737,000.00 (including the
architect's fees). Just for the
sake of comparison, the original
cost of the building (without
furnishings) was $722,000.00 and
the cost of building a structure
with comparable floor space now
is approximately $1.35 million.
I asked Mr. Sparks how he felt
about the building and the way
the renovations turned out. He
replied, "The main changes, I'm
pleased with: (the main changes
are) 1). air conditioning was
added, and 2). the snack bar was
moved. It has turned out far
better (than it was) as far as
acceptance and use. I think we
needed a change."
The major changes to the
building include the above two,
the new carpet upstairs, the new
furnishings throughout, and a
general reassignment of space.
In talking to Mr. Chatham, I
learned that the renovation was
only Phase I of a three-section

plan. Phase II involves a new
addition on the N. E. corner of the
existing building, with new
student senate offices and a new
student senate meeting room,
(costing about $620,000.00). The
Phase III addition will possibly
be west of the current building
and probably include a new
bookstore.
There are still a couple of
thorns in the crown of
achievement worn by whoever
feels responsible for getting the
job done.
The clock problem is one of the
more constantly glaring ones.
The idea behind the problem was
sound and when (if ever) the
clock's inside mechanisms are
installed, it will have been worth
the wait. A complete system has
been ordered, which means that
the clocks in the College Center
will run independent of the rest of
the clocks on campus.
Theoretically, then, if its 2:15,
the clocks will say 2:15 (in the
College Center anyway), and
when a fuse blows on the other
system, you can always run down
to the Center to find out what
time it is.
The problem lies in one of those
factories located in the semimythical land of "Back East." As
of last Friday, they had been
contacted but still hadn't shipped
the needed mechanisms.
The S.P.O. is another prob
lem. I believe the situation
there is essentially the same lack of delivery on ordered
merchandise.
As to the basic question I
started out to answer,' I don't
know if I answered it. I received a
multitude of facts, names, plans,

layouts, and future ideas, but I
don't know if that boils down to "Yes, it was money well spent."
I have trouble making that kind
of value judgement. Was the
money spent renovating a
building for student use,
justified? Did that money need to
spent in that way? Were the
changes made to the building
worth the money put into
making those changes? Are there
other areas on campus that
needed the money more?
I don't know. I have a gut
feeling about new furnishings,
new eating facilities, enlarged
bookstores, more carpet, and air
conditioning; that says one thing;
and an intellectual knowledge of
the list of priorities in the state
legislature regarding
maintenance and building ex
penditures that says something
else.
And I don't know that there's
any common meeting ground. I
don't know where to yell, or even,
exactly what to say. I don't feel
that the school administration is
wrong for applying for funds that
would be spent by someone else
to do the same thing. That just
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shows that the school is "working
for its own physical betterment.
I guess that I feel the system
which will inevitably spend the
money in that direction is wrong,
while there are other, seemingly
more appropriate direction to
spend it in.
I like the College Center. I
think it is a nice building. I
thought it was a nice building
before all the changes were
made. I liked it then. If I'd had
the $737,000.00 and a chance to
remodel the old building, I
wouldn't have ~ but I'm not in
that position, and I'm trying not
to sound like I'm making that
decision.
Just because I feel something
doesn't mean I'm right for
anyone but me, (and maybe not
even me?).
If you have an opinion or a
feeling about the College Center,
I'm sure Mr. Sparks would like to
know. I'd like to know. I can be
located through the Lamron
Office. Maybe, somehow, enough
opinions, if expressed, (be they
for or against or whatever), can
be solidified into action for the
future.

So much for turkeys
As much as we enjoy turkey on
Thanksgiving, there is one fact
we have to face: turkeys are
dumb. A poultry expert at the
University
of
California,
Riverside, tells SCIENCE
DIGEST, "I don't know of a
domesticated animal with a
lower I.Q. In fact, baby turkeys
have to be taught to eat and
drink." If left on its own, the

turkey will drink and drink until
it drowns, and whole flocks of
gobblers may commit suicide
through eagerness to follow one
another blindly. One turkey
rancher sums up the situation:
"The turkey is beautiful to look
at, fragile as an orchid and stupid
beyond belief." We may be doing
them a favor by putting them on
the table at Thanksgiving.

New findings on noise pollution

It's what you don't hear that kills
By RICHARD SCHNEIDER
Alternative Features Service

do not become "numb" and
adjust to a constant noise source,
such as one might find on noisy
What is noise? Sound? No, jobs. Loss of hearing, strangely
noise is pollution - too much enough, does not come with age,
sound. The word itself comes but rather with gradual disin
from the Latin word for nausea. tegration of cells in the hearing
Jt produces sickness in the body. system. Noise causes that break
The human ear initially func down.
tioned as a warning device to tell
In a typical industrial situation,
early man of impending danger. or any other with a constant noise
But the sense of hearing in background, the body is poised in
modern man has never evolved a constant state of readiness,
from that primitive function. alert for a danger that isn't there.
Hence, when the ear is bom The stomach is over-active, the
barded with noise, the body eyes are dilated, the arteries
tenses into a state of readiness. tighten up, placing a strain on the
This reaction is automatic and rapidly pumping heart. After a
involuntary. When it occurs, alert period of time the tenseness can
mechanisms cause four major take its toll in the form of heart
reactions in the body: the ar attacks, hearing loss, strokes and
teries constrict, the heartbeat ulcers.
increases, the eyes dilate
Sounds, above and below the
(causing headaches) and the range of the human ear, also
stomach secretes excess acids. have strange effects on life.
Research shows that eardrums Scientists are just beginning to
NOW AT
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understand the effects of
ultrasonics and infrasonics on
human ears.
Ultrasonics are above the
human hearing range. The waves
are used for cleansing tissue,
treating diseases, and for
knifeless surgery. Medical
authorities, however, now warn
against aiming
ultrasonic
soundwaves at the brain,
reproductive organs, vital nerve
centers, eyes, heart and other
areas of the body. Today, war
ning signs are posted near the
thousands
of
commercial
ultrasonic quick-cooking ovens
telling persons with heart
pacemakers to stay away.
It is in the realm of infrasonics,
below the human hearing range,
that the most frightening effects
of sound have been observed.
Sound engineers are capable of
building equipment that can
generate these powerful low
frequency sounds. In one ex
periment, researchers blasted an
infrasonic "whistle," but had to
turn it off as fast as their reaction
time would allow. The entire
building shook and the sound
waves caused the internal organs
of all the people in the building to
jostle about. Everyone in the
building was sick for hours after
the experiment.
A larger whistle was built by
the same group, but it shook the
building so hard it could not be
used. They even designed (but
never built) a sound "whistle"
capable of killing a man five
miles away. Flash Gordon, where
are you now when we need you?
The discovery of the impact of
infrasonics was made ac
cidentally: researchers noticed
that tenants in their building
were constantly sick to their
stomachs. Then at one point, the
building's huge air circulator
system was shut off and everyone
felt fine, yes, the motor

generated infrasonics throughout
the building, jostling kidneys and
livers everywhere, causing mass
nausea. Ultimately, special
shielding solved the problem.
One key to the noise dilemma
seems to lie in legislation. Boul
der, Colo., a far-thinking com
munity, has enacted an anti-noise
ordinance and unlike many other
cities which have done the same
thing, Boulder enforces its law.
The town has its own noise
abatement officer, and tickets

are issued to offenders, mostly
motor vehicles. Noise levels have
dropped in Boulder.
Other methods for controlling
noise include strict regulation of
industry, a prime noise producer,
or even such simple ideas as the
planting of trees and shrubs in
cities.
Noise is a killer. It takes the
lives of those who don't even
know it. Slowly and methodically,
noise destroys our ability to hear,
yet it continues when it should not
be tolerated.
Lamron 2

Blood drive
sponsored
by DAN TOMPKINS

The fall term Blood Drive was
held Tuesday and Wednesday in
the College Center. The results
(total number of pints donated
and percentages by dorms) will
be printed next week.
Most of the Blood Drives (one
per term) in the last two or three
years have been on two days with
one being later in the day (4-7
p.m.) to catch people who work
during the day or are busy with
classes and activities, and earlier
(9-4:30 p.m.) for those with time
to come during the daylight
hours.
Those who missed the fall
Blood Drive can catch the winter
one, about mid-way through
winter term. In the past, we've
usually averaged over 400 donors
per term including dorm
residents, off-campus students,
faculty and townspeople. That's
really not a good total, con
sidering that we have over 3,200
students and the primary
requirements for donors are to be
at least 18 years old, weigh at
least 110 pounds and be in good
health. It's surprising how many
older people keep coming back
three or four times a year to give
blood and have given up to ten or
more gallons.
When you do give, it's a good
idea to bring friends along or talk
as many as you can into giving
and think not only of those you're
helping by donating but also of

those giving their time to make it
easier for you (Red Cross nurses
community women and students:
hostesses, typists and aides who
fSKi°rtx you to and from the
tables).
The co-ordinator, or Blood
Drive chairman, who is
responsible
for
getting
everything together, underway
and completed is Carol Hahn.
This is Carol's second term as
Blood Drive chairman. If she had
the chance, she would probably
personally thank all who have
given blood this week and urge all
who read this to give next term if
they are eligible.

Waldo's Den
opens for
dorm students
By CYNDEE WOLFE
It's 12:59 Friday evening
you've been studying all evening
for midterms, right? and your
stomach is beginning to sound
like it's going to jump out and
attack the first thing that won't
bite back. Only trouble is, there's
nothing but a pint of moldy
cottage
cheese
in
the
refrigerator, and ail the local
eating establishments are closed.
Cheer up, there's hope yet. Da da
da da da da--Waldo to the rescue'
(Waldo's Den, that is).
The dormitory food service is
now operating "Waldo's Den"»
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howling success.

where you can find food, fun, and
a relaxed atmosphere from 7:00
p.m. to 11:45 p.m. SundayThursday, and from 7:00p.m. U
to
1:45 a.m. Friday and Saturday
The grand opening was this
Monday night, so the Den will be
in operation this weekend. The
Den is sponsored by IDC (InterDorm Council), who approached
Neil Amerman, Director of
Dormitories, last spring in hopes
of arranging a place to go that
would be outside the dorm living
area where dorm students and
anyone else could come have a
good time and meet people. IDC
decided to try to get room No. 2 in
the food service to use for that
purpose, since it is not used much
otherwise. IDC succeeded in its
efforts
and
consequently,
Waldo's Den is now open.
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why the Inter-collegiate Knight's Haunted House was such a

There are candles on the
tables, and posters will be put up
as soon as they have been
lamenated (covered with plastic)
at the IMC Center. There's a juke
box and piano, so you can rock
out while partaking of ham
burgers, hot dogs, corn dogs,
tacos (sometimes), ice cream
products, candy, apples, drinks
(soft!), and fruit. There will be
entertainment sponsored as often
as possible ~ hootenanies, folk
music, etc., - or you can bring
your own guitar and make your
own sound. There will also be
things happening that will be of
interest to students, such as in
formal rap sessions with political
candidates or profs.
So give it a try - sounds better
than some lonely moldy cottage
cheese, right?!
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Park evens record at 3-3

_

Mounties fizzle, Wolves romp, 34-6

by TIM PETSHOW
Oregon College exhibited a
stout defense that limited the
Eastern Oregon Mountaineers to
just six first downs enroute to a
convincing 34-6 EvCo grid win,
October 28, in Monmouth. The
win evened their season mark at
3-3 (3-1 in league action.)

his offensive mates were stymied
by the mud and that OCE
defense.
Even after the LaGrande crew
took an early lead at 6-0, it was
evident that Eastern lacked the
necessary ingredients for a
potent offense. Like a cohesive
offensive line. Dennis Hunt, who
\
It was a frustrating afternoon doubles as a sprinter for the
for the Mounties. Although the Mounties, did manage to net 62
host Wolves handed over eight rush yards and scored the only
turnovers (three lost fumbles and EOC touchdown. But one-man
five intercepted passes), EOC crews have never fared too well
quarterback Gary Syphers and against the Pack.

The visitors got that score
early in the contest when Greg
Rose pilfered Tom Horn's second
pass of the game. On third down,
Syphers found Greg Oveson
Walking a tightrope down the left
sideline for a big 19 yard gain.
Wingback Hunt hit paydirt from
four yards out on the next play.
Horn, who has enjoyed better
days in the red and grey, couldn't
get it on until late in the initial
quarter. He teamed up with
fellow sophomore Mike Rooney
for a nine yard pass play to set up
the score. Doug Trice took it six
yards closer before Horn
befuddled the EOC defenders
with a perfectly executed
bootleg around left end.
Rooney, who earned a starting
job last week, caught three balls
for. 34 yards. The versatile
Trice, a marked man all year,
managed to break loose against
Eastern for 80 yards on the
ground. The wiry junior scored
twice in the third period to clinch
the victory.
The Wolves enjoyed a 13-6

halftime bulge when Horn hit
Steve McElravy in the corner for
a 21 yard scoring strike midway
through the second stanza.
The Monmouth men put the
game on ice in the third period,
crossing the end line three more
times. And for the first time all
year, Coach McArthur got an
extended look at his bench under
game conditions.
Sophomore strong safety Jon
Duerst, overshadowed somewhat
by secondary veterans Jay
Milton, John Smith, and Jack
Flitcraft, stole the spotlight
Saturday when he intercepted
Sypher's first pass after in
termission and romped 26 yards
for his first TD of his career.
Trice set up the second of his
two scores with a perfectly
thrown halfback pass to
McElravy, good for 30 yards.
Several freshmen impressed
when they were inserted into the
fray late in the third period. Jim
Watson, a middle linebacker
from Portland's Jackson High,
asserted himself well, halting
three Mountie ball carriers. And

a pair of first year offensivebacks, quarterback Keith
Morgan and tailback Don Wattenberger, impressed the chilly
Dad's Day crowd. Morgan
compiled 29 rush yards and
winged three pass completions.
Wattenberger ran for 25 yards on
four carries.
Flitcraft nabbed his sixth in
terception of the campaign late in
the game and quick outside
linebacker Jim Bachmeier
pounced on two EOC bobbles,
giving the Salem junior a season
total of four. Little all-American
candidate Tim Hundley again
spearheaded the Pack defense,
garnering 10 tackles and two
assists. After six games he has 55
solos while helping out on 23
more.
McArthur's gridders hit the
road again this weekend when
they tangle with the "Big Blue "
of Western Washington State
under the lights. Western,
defending EvCo kingpins, has
won two straight after a horr
endous 0-4 start.

OCE cheerleaders warm up in front of a Dad's day crowd. From left to right: Nancy Meyers, Barb
Ranges, Barb Sifford and Kenda Wilfong.

SPECIAL NOTE

Carnes
Schulmerich

Ads for Marx of
Oct 26th Issue
were Paid by

for City council
Sophomore Steve Russell reaches for a pass in football action
against EOC last Saturday.

We need more efficiency

Citizens for Bob Marx, Alan Miller,

in city govt.

453 Scott, Monmouth

Paid for by Elect Schulmeric Comm.

Moothart
for
Mayor
of

Independence
Paid by Moothart for Mayor Committee.
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M&F
Freshman quarterback Keith Morgan eludes EOC defender for a first down while leading the
Wolves in second half action in Saturdays contest.
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As I See It I

Harriers
by MITCH LIES

shocked by L&C

-By Dave Lovik-

The 1972 college football season is two months old and
easy
ow
i+ s
break the teams down into the
n
haves, the have nots, and the have not enouqhs Let's
break it down by areas.
In the East, it's Penn State as usual. Just this past
Saturday, the Nittany Lions nailed down the Lambert
Trophy, symbolic of Eastern Supremacy, by beating
West Virginia. Some polls have had Penn State ranked
in the top ten but I take exception to this. Sure they are 6! but five of their wins have come against teams with
losing records. The only respectable team they plaved
was Tennessee who coasted to a 28-21 win.
The Southeast is something else again. There are a
whole raft of teams who could play with anyone in the
country. Alabama (7-0) and Louisiana State (6-0) are
headed for a November 11 showdown which will decide
who rules the roost. Other top teams who appear to be
destined for a post-season bowl bids are Georgia (5-2)
Auburn (6-1), Florida State State (6-2), Tennessee (5-2)'
and maybe Mississippi (4-3).
The Southwest has slipped as far as national
prominence is concerned but it is still a tough, tough
league to be in. Texas (5-1) has to be rated the top team
with Arkansas (5-2) and SMU (4-2) a definite notch
behind.
As usual, Ohio State (6-0) and Michigan (7-0) will
decide the Big Ten championship among themselves.
Purdue is still a darkhorse with a 4-0 league mark but
they have lost to Bowling Green, Notre Dame and
Washington.

The Big Eight has once again developed into a two
team horse race between Nebraska and Oklahoma only
this time it won't be for the national championship.
Colorado is just about out of it as they have two con
ference upset losses to Oklahoma State and Missouri.
The Rockies are ruled by the Air Force on the strength
of their 39-31 win over Arizona State. The rest of the area
is composed of weak sisters.
Boredom and tranquility in the Pac-8. As usual it's
UCLA. Ho-hum. The northern division is running dead
last as usual.
As far as the Pac-8 Big ten rivalry goes, the Pac-8 wins
the pre-Rose Bowl Championship with a 4-3 edge in
inter-conference games. The only significant games
that have been played this year have been Michigan
over UCLA 26-9 and Washington over Purdue 22-21.
My rankings of the conferences and regiorrs are: 1Southeastern, 2-Big Eight, 3-Big Ten, 4-Pac-8, 53
Southwest, 6-East (Ivy League included), 7 -Rockies.
This seems to be my week for rankings. There have
been many upsets so far this year, so I think it's only fair
that teams be given credit for their work. My upset top
five:
1-Missouri (Colorado, Notre Dame)
2-Auborn (Mississippi, Tennessee)
3-Oregon (Stanford)
4-Oklahoma State (Colorado)
5-Navy (Air Force)
TEAM MOST LIKELY TO BE UPSET: Colorado.

In this weeks top ten, I was very democratic. I put the
five major undefeated teams in the top five and drew
names out of a hat to determine the order of the bottom
five. Here goes:
1-USC (8-0)
2-Alabama (7-0)
3-Ohio State (6-0)
4-Louisiana St. (6-0)
5-Michigan (7-0)

6-Nebraska (6-1)
7-Oklahoma (5-1)
8-UCLA (7-1)
9-Auburn (6-1)
10-Tennessee (5-2)

Last weeks picks netted me an 8-2 mark raising my
seasonal record to 34-10 for a .773 average. That's only
.008 better than last week but still an improvement of
some sorts. This weeks picks:
Oregon 2 over California-The Ducks have been real
tough the last two Saturdays and now they get a chance
to play a team more on their level.
Washington 10 over Oregon St .-Another blow to the
Orangemen.
USC 15 over WSU-The Cougars have proved that they
are a better team than expected, but the Trojans are
just too much.
UCLA 8 over Stanford -Stanford has played two poor
games against the Oregon teams and just don't have it
mentally anymore.
Air Force 11 over Army -The Fly boys win the interservice title.
Nebraska 14 over Colorado -Cornhuskers have four
straight shutouts.
Oklahoma 12 over Iowa St. -Cyclones are 5-1 but face
their first big test against powerful Sooners.
Tennessee 6 over Georgia -Two of the powers in the
South.
OCE 7 over Western Washington -The Wolves are
finally rolling and after revenge for last year.
Thursday, November 2, 1972

OCE's cross country team was
shocked by the Lewis and Clark
Pioneers last Saturday when the
defending district champs
displayed some of last years
strength and beat the Wolves 26
to 31.
Lewis and Clark seems to be a
major puzzle this year, as two
weeks ago Willamette topped
them 29 to 30 when the Bearcats
finished first, second and third.
Suddenly this last week Toby
Daniels, L & C's top runner, came
on to finish first.
OCE's Rick Fordney trailed
Daniels by seven seconds to
finish second. Another seven
seconds later came L & C's John
Mitchell followed by OCE's Kirk
Gamble who had just blown by
the Pioneer's third finisher Rich
Olson, as the defending district
champion displayed a great kick.
Chris Fatland and John Othus
finished sixth and seventh with
times of 19:38 and 19:40. But 38
seconds lapsed before the Wolves
all important fifth man entered
the finishing chute. Jim Healy
who had run stride for stride with
Fatland in previous races and
workouts slipped 40 seconds
behind the outstanding freshman,
as that proved to be the dif
ference.
Coach Don Spinas explained
that the Wolves didn't go out fast
enough, as Lewis and Clark's
runners built up a huge margin
which the Wolves couldn't make
up.
Spinas expects things to be
different at Klamath Falls
Saturday when the Wolves
compete in the Conference meet.
With both Gamble and Othus
coming on, the Wolves should
have four finishers high in the
placings, as Fordney continues to
look tough and Fatland just keeps
sticking with the top runners.
The fifth man could be a
problem unless Healy puts it
together. It's always risky when
a team relies solely on five
runners, as in any race one could
run poorly or an injury could slow
one down, and if either happens
the Wolves could be hurting.
Spinas has been building the
workouts up slowly to try and
avoid that one fatal injury which
could destroy the Wolves chances
for the district championship,
and thus far the workouts have
been doing the job as not one
injury has hit the top five.
By next week the Wolves will
be doing more speed workouts
which should help them in the
district meet. So by no means is
anyone counting the Wolves out
of the title picture.
Western Washington State
College appears to be the favorite
at Saturdays Conference meet in
Klamath Falls. "I don't see how
anyone's going to beat Western in
the Conference meet." said
Spinas. K. Falls' cold weather
and high elevation should hurt all

IM playoffs
to start
The final playoffs to decide the
1972
Intramural
Football
Champion will take place
Thursday, Nov. 2. The games will
be played at 4 p.m. on the fields
located behind the New PE
building.
Representing the American
League will be the Tap Room and
TKB. From the National League
will be Barnum No. 1 and the
Ogden Athletics.
The teams are playing for total
points accumulated in football,
basketball and Softball. The team
with the most points at the end of
the 1972-73 Intramural Season
will be crowned the Intramural
Champion. Last year's cochampions were the Mermen and
TKB.

the Willamette Valley schools,
but the Wolves still look like a

possible second place team if
they make some good breaks.

Defending District Champion Kirk Gamble and John Othus
prepare for Saturdays Conference cross country meet in Klamath

i* a lis.

WOMEN
Apply
Now

fo,

College Junior
Program:
An exciting summer month.
It may help you
plan your future.
The College Junior Program is an ac
tion-packed course, open only to young
women who have completed their junior
year of college. It's timed and planned to
give you an insight into the opportunities
offered to college graduates as officers in
the Women's Army Corps.
Summer preview of opportunities
as an officer.
As a cadet corporal in the Women's
Army Corps Enlisted Reserve, you spend
four summer weeks at Fort McClellan,
Alabama, with other students from all over
the nation. They're busy weeks of training,
and learning, and fun, shared with new
friends. Towards the end of this time, you'll
spend several days at Fort Benning, Georgia,
where you'll see and meet your male Army
counterparts. You'll watch them demon
strate military tactics, and join them in
social activities.
Please send me information on the College
Junior Program.
Mail to: U.S. Army Recruiting Main Station
6005 N.E. 82nd Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97220
Name.

_Date of Birth.

Address.
City.

. County.

State .

. Zip.

_ Phone.

Education.

Women's Army Corps
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EWSC favored for title

Five lettermen key OCE hopes
by TED GRIMSRUD

"In order to be competitive this
year, we will have to work at it
very hard and be extremely
tough and aggressive." So states
Bob McCullough on the eve of his
14th year as head basketball
coach at OCE. Coach McCullough
feels that because of their lack of
Size and experience, the Wolves
must be very quick and hustle all
of the time.
Five lettermen return from last
year's team which finished in
next to last place in the
Evergreen Conference. The only
returning full-time starter is
Gary Lathen, a 6'2" sophomore
who scored in double figures last
year as a freshman. Two others
who started occasionally are 6'4"
junior Mike Young and 6'4"
sophomore Larry Gahr. The two
other returning lettermen are
5'10" senior Ron Beckam and
6'5" junior Mike Reed. Two
sophomores with JV experience
who have a good chance to make
the varsity are Burl Wheaton,
who led last- year's JVs in
scoring,-and Howell Shelley, who
returns after two years in the
service.
Practice began November 1 for
all players. They will be split into
three teams-varsity, junior
varsity, and freshman. All three
teams have a full slate of games
scheduled. The varsity opens its
season November 30 when OCE
hosts the NAIA District 2 Tip-off
Tournament.
The favorite in the Evergreen
Conference this year appears to
be Eastern Washington. They
return a number of players from
last year's fine team as well as

bringing in a batch of top junior
college
transfers.
Central
Washington
and
Western
Washington have also loaded up
on transfers and will both be
tough.
The top Oregon team may be
Oregon Tech, which has fine out-

of-state talent. OCE does not
realisticly expect to contend for
the Evergreen title, but the
Wolves will strive to be competitivewith the Washington
schools and hopefully will con
tend for the spot as the top
Oregon team in the conference.

Is

3 Months Rental
May Apply on Purchase

ROEN'S
456 Court St., Salem, Ore.
Phone 363-6773
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PAPERBACK
EXCHANGE
357 State Street
Head Basketball Coach Bob McCullough ponders OCE's chances in
this year EVCO race.

Salem
Hardbacks

Collector Comics

President Nixon's Record
*1 _ p
President Nixon has taken strong action to halt
• l l w E c o n o m y inflation a n d increase employment. H e initiated
a 90-day wage-price freeze, followed by more flexible controls, and
introduced a package of tax cuts to stimulate the economy. The inflation rate
has been cut in half, and the Gross National Product has expanded a t a
yearly rate of over 9 . 6 % . Housing starts, a prime indicator, are up 4 2 %
over last year.

Busing
The President has consistently taken a strong stand against
the busing of school children for the purpose of
achieving integration. A champion of neighborhood
schools, the President believes that the real task
is to give the local schools the necessary aid to provide
the best possible education for all children.

Foreign Policy
President Nixon, in the name of peace, went to
Moscow where he negotiated agreements with the
Soviet Union to limit development of missiles. He
visited Peking to begin improving U. S./China
relations. He called a halt to crisis diplomacy,
seeking to reduce tension in such troubled areas
as the Middle East.

Defense
President Nixon believes in a strong
America. He believes the best
way to decrease the defense
budget is through mutual disarma
ment. He has proved his point
with the Russian SALT agreements.
Senator McGovern proposes deep
unilateral cuts in the defense
budget, despite warnings from
military experts that these cuts
would seriously weaken our National
security. The President opposes the
McGovern proposal.

Taxes
Under President Nixon, individuals are paying $19 billion
less in Federal taxes and corporations are paying $ 5
billion more. In addition, the President's proposed revenue
sharing plan would return more money to the states and
cities enabling them to lessen taxes—especially the
property tax. This tax affects not only homeowners but,
eventually, many tenants, too, through decreased rents.

Employment
The number of employed Americans reached a
record high of 82.6 million in June of this year.
President Nixon won an agreement with Japan to
restrict its textile exports, thereby relieving pressure
on American industry . . . and signed into law the
Emergency Employment Act providing more than
250,000 new jobs. The unemployment rate is
declining, despite the return of 500,000 job-seeking
men from Vietnam, the result of the President's
successful withdrawal policy.

Amnesty
The President refuses to even consider
amnesty for draft-dodgers until after
the war in Vietnam is over and the
Communists have returned all our prisoners
of war. He would then consider each case
separately and on its own merits, rather than
offer blanket amnesty to all who evaded the draft.

Welfare
LATE MODELS
REASONABLE RATES

corners. The hollow earth idea,
says the November SCIENCE
DIGEST, has never quite died.
Theories range from the
existence of giant holes at the
North and South Poles where the
oceans flow in and out, to the idea
that man is actually living inside
the hollow earth with the sun at
the center.

Comics

Paperbacks

by PSU, 2-0

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

the
earth flat or hollow?

Is the earth flat or hollow?
Neither, you will say. But,
believe it or not, there are groups
even today who say they believe
one or the other. The "flatearthers" are left over from the
middle ages in Europe when a
decline in scientific knowledge
promoted revival of the idea that
the earth had, literally, four

Sticksters stung
"It was probably our poorest
game of the season since we
opened against Willamette" said
Coach Jacqueline Rice about her
team's 2-0 loss against Portland
State last Thursday. It was a big
letdown after the OCE girls had
dominated a strong Lane CC
team and came out on top of a 3-0
score last Tuesday.
Coach Rice felt that it was just
a big letdown after that big game
against Lane CC. She went on to
say that it seems like every year
when the team plays PSU away
they have a poor game. Whatever
the reasons OCE played a sloppy
game
making
numerous
judgement errors. They were
unable to get their offense un
derway and kept playing to
PSU's strongpoints. PSU did
have two good players on their
team but they still weren't quite
in the same league as teams like
OSU, U of 0, and Lane all of
whom OCE played much better
games.
This weekend OCE goes into a
state tournament this Saturday in
Eugene. Out of this tournament
the outstanding players will be
picked from each team
will be formed into two teams.
First team all State and second
team. Nan Collie is the only girl
still on the team who made all
state last year and she made first
team.

LOST: Pale yellow wallet with ID card FOR RENT: Trailer space for rent, Campus
Mobile Court, 639 N. Monmouth, Office
belonging to: Linda Cheryl Green, $5
space 12.
reward for the return. Call 838-2810.
PERSONAL: Peg Watkins, we love you.
FOR SALE: 1972 Honda 100, Call 363 7002,
Thanks again. Lamron 2 staff.
Salem, George Chaney
PERSONAL TO GIRLS:
Please send girls' panties to this boy
FOR SALE: '65 Rambler Classic 770, 327, 4
because he has a ten dollar bet and needs
speed, good interior, new tires, $450 call
the money. Please send them to this
838 4629 ask for Ken.
address.
Biil Sherrod
HELP: Want to help OSPIRG with a
2824 5th Ave. S.
reforestation project this Saturday, Nov.
Great
Falls, Mont.
4th? For information call 838 0234 or 83859401
2077.

U.S. TROOPS IN VIETNAM

President Nixon has introduced
the concept of "workfare" into
his welfare program. This will not
deny the truly needy of benefits,
but it will require that the
able-bodied work in some
productive capacity. The
President's goal is to reduce the
welfare rolls and reverse the
trend of thinking which maintains
that those who are lazy have a
right to live off America's
hard-working taxpayers.

600f~_~

Vietnam
The President has done
everything in his power
to bring peace to
Vietnam without
sacrificing the South
Vietnamese in the
process. He has
brought home 500,000

men . . . the ground
war is over for
American forces . . .
and cut spending by
two-thirds. Strong
steps are continually
being taken to get
the enemy to cease
its aggression and
make peace.

Drugs
President Nixon has been both tough
and flexible. He won the agreement
of Turkey to place a total ban on
the growing of the opium poppy • •
made an agreement with France to
assist in halting the traffic of drugs
. . . and stepped up arrests of
pushers. He is spending 600% m o r e
for drug education than ever beforeTogether, these actions are finally
turning the tide against the drug
scourge.

Paid political ad -- Nixon Headquarters, 335 State, Salem, Jery Walling, Co-Chairman
Lamron
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